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RIVTOW BLAMES OTTAWA AND VICTORIA 
North coast freight service red aced again 
"VANCOUVER (CP) -- stanUy.-deereasiugnvolume erement ended subsidies to changed and barge runs to north coastal porte it will Dr. William Hick, the north maintain service to Stewart perishables even days to 
PavTow Straits Ltd. said of freight and ar i se  in it last year. Slnce then there Prince Rupert and the provide occ a_slo~ai barge coast dirscto-r of British unassisted, reachStewartlnstaadoftbe 
Wednesday that effective freight rate elmfges, has been an 'ongoing con- QucenCharlottelelandawiil kerviceiftrafflcwurranteit. Columbia Ferries. "Maybe they will now three days It Sock with 
June 30 it will halt tug and RivTow assumed tug and troversy about he move end. be increased to two trips The mayors of _Stewart, change their minds," said Northland. 
barge service to coastal barge service to the com- the quality of service weekly from the present Maeset and Prince Rupert, Inn McLeed, mayor of McLeod. "Even withtheincreeees, 
communities north of munltlas when Northland provided-wlthout subsidy, one. and representatives from Stewart, said the federal He saidthatsinceRivTow 
Prince Rupert. Navigation Co. ceased Cesuiich said all other Thecempany said that el- a f fected communit ies and provincial governments took over shipping services, we are relatively well off com pa~d to laces like 
John Cesulich, company_ coastal shipping operations RlvTow services on the though it has halted immediately called for a Were warned that private the marine rates have in- Klncolith and ~l~ce Arm," 
marketing manager, said after the federal gov- coast will remain  un- scheduled service to the mceti~, this weekend with enterprise could not  creased and it takes he said. '~hey don't even 
the move doesn't mean the . , • ~ ' have our goat [rail highway 
connection to the outside 
affected towns would b e l .  ~ :  T H I = '   the-l erald " "0""  and are totally hestage to without coastal t rans - I~~*~OLD / 
willPortaU°ntransferbecauSefreightRl'T°~for the i ~ ~  SCHHI12EL i $199 - sea and air services," 
north at Prince Rupert to IW :@IsHOUSE / and up  McLaod said the blame 
• llas not with RivTow but 
two other freight carriers- KITIMAT with Ottawa and Victoria, 
(~uadrant Transportation Come for breakfast, He said provincial Tran- " 
Services Ltd. and a locai air l unchord inner ;Here ,  RADIO & TV ~.  Minister Jack Davis charter company. 
He said RivTow was . we cook with love. 'qhlnks the coast ends at 
• Serving Terrace,  K i t imat,  the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nasa . ,, stopping the shipment of At  the KALUM MOTEL .  , Lower  C,ty Cent re  MoI Bowen Island' near. Van; 
goods to Stewart, Kineolith, Hwy. 16 West, Terrace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - -  ~n een~ THURSDAY,  JUNE 9, 1977. " ~ .q* ) .~)~*)A  c o~era~a ps~o .mea ol 
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TRAUMAS e d s tepped co D veloper  s, e- , unc,I 
Margaret Trudeau says the , 
break.up of her marr iage  to House production 
Pierre Trudeau was a '  
"tremendous t rauma"to  f o r  3 0  
face, but  it wi l l  not prevent means jobs 
• her from be|ng a mother to 
their three small sons "as 
long as I live." By ANDREW PETTER 
The 28-year-old estranged Herald staff writer 
wife of the prime minister 
broke her public silence on Moran Dl Giovanni, owner of Madi[; Constu_ction, a.d- 
their separation in a mitred Wednesday that he told the dis_trie.~ of't~rrace ne 
television interview on was building a potato war elionse on.uranam ~ne~aUec/o 
ABC's Good Morning that he could go ahead ann eonstrue~ wmt was m ta 
America show Wednesday. modular home add accessories plant, 
She earned $441 for her 10- But he says that he did so became of a "commitment" 
minute appearance, he received from the district and a feel~g of frustration 
Mrs. Trudeau criticized at his unubiUty to get council to eonsiderhls application 
what she described as for rezoaing. 
sensationalized reporting of Di Giovanni contacted the Herald after statements 
her activities and the made during Tuesday night's council meeting. At.that 
headlines they made in the. meeting, council finally ~ i  ~ rezone his l ann ~e m 
nearly three.month period rural to industrial use, but not eezore mere nan nee 
before the separation was condemnation by some aldermen of the developer's 
announced May 27 in or- methods.. 
tawa. 
She condemned press District  commitment? 
reports on her tr ip to 
Toronto in Ma.rch for a Di Gl0va~nl said that before purchasing the land in 
Rolling Stones rock concert 1973 he had received a definite undertaking from then- 
ynd to take photographs of • district administrator Jack Hardy that the area was 
the group. She said her stay reserved for l l~t  industrial use and that resorting would ' 
in the same hotel ~th  the not be.a.ll~ .ol2em.. " "--,-~ ..... . . . . . . .  . , ' "  "" ~ 
Stones ~VdB~'i~tal~el in her "On aceolmt of what hey told me...l bought it," he told 
judgment. " Bible In hand, ~-year cmmcll veteran Dave Maroney was the Herald.' 
As aprime minister's wife swwn in as Terrace mayor Tuesday evening. / Ad- But preseat administrator Wayne Buchanan who was "! got fed up," says Mario DI Giovanni ezptalnlag wb.y 
she hadbecome accustomed ' - working for the district at the lime saysmac. "no  bucked istrict council and built a mod~dar home I~U- to a lot of attention and Our new mayor minlsterlng eol ofoffleehdislrictelerk4dmlnl trator Wayne Buchanan. Msreney said lie looked forward to municipal official could give him that kind ot i~.'; with out zoning approvoL 
publicity. Working with beth the "old and new" council members, dertaking until council had approved 
"But knowingthat  mar- "It was certainly not a committment that it was going So, without council's,approval, D iG i ta lS  p.ro~eded 
tinge is on the rocks is to be done," Buchanan said. - to  build his 'Potato shed . which eaChm~,yt~arda locl~e~, more 
something entirely dif- ROADBLOCKS Di Giovanni has a different story: "WayneBuehaunn and more. l ike a plant for homes. 
ferent," she sa id . the  evastation ofmaking a 1,.,rackdow I I  o n  d r u n k s  adlnittedata privatemeetingthat eapd Jackl lardy The tremendous trauma, ~ Di Giovanni justifies his actions by falling back on i ,~  di  tell Marlo Di Giovanni tha  his lan  was reserved for 
decision to separate and the  what he claims was a definite commitment from the t industrial use." 
e developor also said that he has boughtland inthe adminsitrator in19~ and by blaming council for its 
breakdown of your s h o w s  early results of S i ta l la rumder tak .s  from the inability to deal with the matter quickly. 
marrif ge is a very personal district administrator. "I got fed up," he said. "Wire. t d,~s, city council do in 
thing and for me I really From 1973 until 1975, Di Giovanni's plans to apply for this town? Why do they wait so ~ong'~ wasn't affected by the press, an official rezoning bylaw were stymied by  the 
"It was, you know, sort of " the realization that a good Herald staff iwriter ng~rt_ eulterai land freeze and flood plain regulations. Saturday night, resulted in a fine of upto f~,000and "I am very disappointed at the. reaction of .the, 
marriage wasn't working about 300 vehicles being ' or six monks in prison on a But in October 1975, when.these problems had been manieipality and the way they. treat .Imsmese peopie_~ 
nny more that affected me." Terrace RCMP's crack- cbocked and seven impaired first offence. " Now that he has obtainen ms zo~ approvat, w 
But she said she had down on impaired riving is driving charges being laid. In addition, their licences ~.esolved, he applied for rezaning. - Giovanni says that he will start Monday to cons~uet.a 
already producing positive Two 24-hour license are suspended for three "I am a develoi~r, not a.sl~eeulator," Di Giova ,nni,,ex- fence around the property and make preparatioes ~or me 
learned a lot about he preps results, suspensions were also months with no concessions plained,"Idon'~gooutandbuylandJusttositonit, plant o go inte operation. He estimates that the industry 
"and the ability that they ' for driving to work. In June 1976, whl~n his application still has not been could employ as many as 30 full-time mployees when it 
have to use people to sell ConstableLarry York told lsdtled, papers and to mal~e sen- the Herald that the first two People convicted of am- York said that there had considered by council, he went to the district building is fully operational. 
sxtional stories. Add I'm roadblocks, Friday and paired driving are liable for been "a pretty good reac- lmpecter. 
tion" to the roadblock 
In the meantime, he hopes that the district will ira- 
very offended, .sort of in- program, poin  out that  A potato shed? prove its planning and develop a i~rocedure_.to approve 
• zoning bylaws quickly. 
sult~ed, that they wouid treat " P U L S E  "a.lot of people are now " I to ld~e building inspector thatI wanted to build As for Di Giovanni: "In the future," he say~, "I will,,~, 
Pierre and I in the way they thinking before' driving." something," Di Giovanni said. "So he said that only not buy any land in Terrace unless it is already z~ 
did on a personal level." " In an interview last week, thing you can build is an agricultural Imilding. I said (for the proper use)." 
The breaking up of their ~ " . York emphasized that ~e' what do we eaU it. Call it anything you want (the in- For that, district council will probably breathe a sigh sixyear marriage was tragic enough, she said, but . . . .  events to note purpose of the roadblocks was not just to na  f- spectorsald.) Isaidwhataboutapotatoshed?" of relief. 
"the extra sort of'push from fenders, but also to make 
the press certainly caused a in Kitimat, Terrace thepublic moreaware ofthe 
few tears." ' ~, problem and to discourage 
She showed some of her ~ impaired rivers. 
pictures, including shots of tAI ; l l ;~,we, t,;~;4~e, " Terrace "RCMP will be 
theprime minister and their ' v v min i  i ao v io t to  continuing with the road- ,..~--.,-_, 
children, Jagger, and ' • • blocks every night at dif- ~.J[i~"!i~' " • ,, 
Premier Fidel Castro of The Skeena Manpower Developm!eat Committee is co -  ferent locations throughout ' . . . . . .  :~ : i= i . . :  i~!i.i!:i~ 
Cuba. The Castro ordinating a joint union-management conference on in- 
photographs were taken on dustrial relations, Among the guest speakers are Labor hasthe area.also initiatedKitimataRCMPread- 
a three-country _ ,.atln- Minster Allan Williams; Art Kube, regtonal director ot block program. ~. ~ • ,- ' , " /:,. 
American visit in January, education for the Canadian Labor Congress; and William The readblocks are part of ':,].~:~ .~ "ii ' ~ :  ~~ / ,,/ ~ : ~ ; / , ;  *~'* ~" /  ....... ,., :"~;*"'/* 
1976. , ' : Hamilton, president and chief executive officer of the aprovinclelinitiativewhich ~ i  ~ ~ ' ' ! ~ ~ ~ i  'II :iiii!~" :~I!I; 
Onnher arrival more than Employers Council of B.C, The conference takes place AttorneyGeneral  Garde : :i: 
90 minutes early, "Mrs, , today and tomorrow at the Terrace Hotel. Gardon has described as a ~ ,, , ~o~ ::~ ~ ~ ~. .  , . ~i}~~i;:i*!~'~ .... 
Trudeau ducked past ' - , J  * " '/total assault" against ~ ~ ~ l e ~ ~ : i : : i . : ;  ,:. /,/./:~ 
s t r ik ing  techn ic ians  ~ q l l ~ f ~ n ~ r  /]]||11 i "i 
• There is only one way not ~ ' ~. ~ ~, ........ , ; picketS.rig tl~e ,ABC ' s uo ot impaired riving. 
and s~;.. . .~ ~..~ :,e"Id n Leonard Albert, lay preacher from the Church of God in to get caught - don't drink , i ~ " ~ ~' ' ~ ~ ~ • ~,:~: . . . .  " ~ ':~~ /'" ;'~;~:, -~ ~ " , ~i' 
give any press in~rview.s. Clevel and Tennessee, will be the guest speai~er in both the and drive. " ~ ~* ~"  , . . . .  ~ 
In reply to a question, she morning and evening services June 12 at me Terrace ~ :~ ..... ~° ;~~!  
said she was not xbandoning Church of G~. From June 13 to June 17, he will speak in the Tendet:s . . . . . . . . .  > : ;  ' ' . . . . . . .  **  ; , '  , , ' " , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
her children, who are in the evenings only at 7:30, For further information, call Pastor ~ ' ' . . . . .  ; ~:~* • - , ' ......... ~ , ........ ~ .~ ~ 
" l in tend  to keepbeing the _ . . . . . .  , , :~ , ,~, . . . . . . .  .-, . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ...... : ...... ~,~ 
mother of my children as ~.~ . . . .  ~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ . . . .  ~ ;~,~,  • , . Cadets .  inspecuon The department of High- i=~-*,.~ ~-- ,;~, ~" '  * ............................... , . , ,. -~ .. ..... - .'.; ,;,,.,.>"*~ 
long.asllive, and l l la ,ways  , . ' ways is calling tenders for  ~ ~"  , , • . . . . . .  , . . - . . .~ . . ; / ,  ~, ,~, . t~ . , , ,~ ,~ 
be their mother"  , ' _ , ' ., _ Terrace Air Cadets will hold their annual iasnection of the upgrading of the Usk ~,~'~, , . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ,,, ,, ~ .:~:,~,~,,~:,:~;,. ;,*), "~'~:-,~,';~%~J~o.~ 
Nits 'l~runeau sala she . . .  , - . . . . . . . .  trophies Sunday at.1 p.m, in the Safeway parking Int, ferry., MLA Cyril . . . . . .  . ,. * ' . . ,~ .~* , , , : . . , ,~ ,  ,~  , .v~, , ,~  , 
talKS regmar|y wlm nor sons . . . . . . . .  Visltors from different parts of Biritsh Colmbia will attend SheIIord announced Wed- : .  , . ,  ' . , ; . /  , ,~!~i~:~ ~i ;~ i~,~ 
n tetepnone and netps m,, oare,  mnn lna  nesday. Shelford said that ~ ~ ~  
¢~ecttheircare " I  feel that  . . . .  "~" . . . . . . . . . .  • ' " the upgrading would include ~}~<~ !!!] 
I 'm absolute},y in control of ' Open house . , strengthening the towers .: . , : ; . , . . . . . .  . . . .  " .  . • , , , " : " : : :  ,, ~,~, ,: 
their lives, . . . and other improvements to " ""~ " " "  *" ~ • " ' .. " ~;i~" ~.:',," " ,~ ,~/~,~'~ " ,~1~,~'~i 
She said the prime ' CentennialChristian Schoolis holdingan open house next the ferry facilities, , . .  - ~ . , . . . . . .  ,*~, ~ ,e  : : t~  i ~ ~  , ; ~  
minister is an excellent Wednesday (June 15) during regular se]~ool hours and in the "~ I . . . .  4 ' " ' '  " ' . . . .  " " ' "1 . . . . . .  " ' ' " " ~ ~"  - " , ' i , ~ '  ~ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ' '  ;'~ " . ~ ; ~ ~ . . ~ .  ~ ~ " ~ ' ' ,  ." ' ' 
father, e v e n i n g  During the day classes will continue as usual and Weather . . . .  ' ' ' ' '  ' . . . . . .  I ~ " ~ ~ ~ " ' ~"  " '~ '~ '  ' 'L ' '  * ~ '  " ~ ' ~  ' ~  
"It's silly for me to even parents'w]ll be allowed to sit in. There will be displays in 
think of having three small the halls and opportunity to speak with teachers. In the .TedOYMostly: Highsuany16 LOWwith: 5some When Is a potato warehouse not s potato warehouse? When Graham Street will be turning out medalar homes hortly 
children in Ne w York." ' evening, school board trustees will be on hand to meet witl. seottered cloud It s a modular home plant. This "potato warehouse" on according to local developer MnHo DI Giovanni, 
parents. 
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A TTEMPTED MURDER, ARSON, BOMBING 
bal crime name West Vancouver man has glo immigrant, there will be no 
~ t a ~ : ~  i B C' .ews  I ~ i i  I :~e~c~l'~°:e:C:;~Tlcgj:~ee appeal Of the ,nqniry 's .  VANCOUVER (CP) --  '. . " " : findings. 
RCMP say a 37.ysar-old i . '  
man who has bean living in a ~gainst McCann, Perry Prospective ira- 
luxurious Lions Bay home in ~ • mid, the immigration in- migrants can appeal inquiry 
West Vancouver on several . . . luiry is being conducted in rulings to the Immigration 
occasions during the past West German province of formatzon officer wRh the d~e police cells under heavy Appeal Board. 
three years is wanted in deportation proceedings. Munchengladbach, want immigration deparlment, 
Northern Ireland, Britain Police said the name of not come from a dead man. him for attempted murder said Kennedy first came to three years. ~ security. . -d The immigrat ion  
and West Germany on the wanted man is James • Ingenthron said the living in connection ~,vith a bomb the Vancouver area in 1974. He was last given a one- The in,tory was .a.. 
numerous charges including Joseph McCann, a name McCann is wanted by attack on British offices He has never had landed year work visa by ira- journed &is week wniie department has refused 
attempted murder, arson, simimr to a notorious Irish Scotland Yard for fraud; there, immigrant status, but has migration officials in ~olice awaited documents Kennedy's request o leave 
bombing and fraud. Republican Army' figure Belfast police want him for There are charges in at ' obtalned~ temporary work Toronto July 29, 1976. ~rom abroad, but it is ex. Canada voluntarily because 
The man used the name of known as Joseph (The Fox) arson, • burglary and least three other countries, visas. Such visas are good Following an RCMP in- peered to resume Thursday of the possibility he used an 
Peter Joseph James Ken- McCann who was reported possession of explosives; police said. for a maximum of one year vestigation, Kennedy was or Friday, Per~ said: Since assumed name when he oh. 
nedy and was the .9 jd lh- killed by British soldzers in police in Weisbaden. in the Murray Perry, an in- and may be renewed. They arrested May~ 27 and placed Kennedy is not a zannee rained his work visa. 
Roam at home PROPANE DISPUTE 
Still no contract 
after two years 
. VANCOUVER (CP) -- A The fact that long delays " The act provides for the payroll records of all 97 
management negotiator are taking place--propane referral in cases where the tirms. This means checking 
complained Tuesday that is back into new employer or employees file back in each company's 
nearly t~vo years have negotiations again-- came notlceofdissatisfactionwith records to. the base AIB 
passed without final to light Tuesday because of a recommendation f the year, which in their case is  
re'solution of a major con- an announcement from the board. In this case, the 1973 . . . . .  . 
tract and now the ad- federal anti-inflation board union sought the referral. • Thomas said he has 
ministrator of the anti- in Ottawa. In AIB-disputedcases, the': 
inflation program wants to The announcement said employers usually pay the writtenadvising himthe thisadministrat°rcould ke 
add about three monks the board had referred the hamc guides pending final another three months and 
more by probing company trucking pact, affecting 97 disposition of eels. But would "cost a lot of money" 
payroll records, firms and 4,.500 B.C. David Thomas, the new since the firms have payroll 
drivers, to Donald Tansley, president of Transport records all over Western 
The negotiator said administrator of the anti- Labor  Re la t ions ,  Canada. 
renegotiated versions oi the inflation act. representing the trucking 
British Columbia propane The referral was made at companies, said it was Some of the records are 
delivery contract that ex- the request of Teamster never anticipated elays stored in head office or. 
pired April 31, 1975, and the Union locals 31 and 213, would be so long. chives, Thomas added. 
master freight and cartage which havebeen fighting an And the delay will likely Apparently Tansley's ob- 
pact that expired Dec. 31, AIB rollback of their 1975-76 be still longer in the jective is to confirm that the 
1975, have not been signed agreements o 11 per cent truckihg contract since starting payroll figures 
yet because of problems and eight percent from 19.28 Thomas has had word from from the base year are 
related to the national and 13.18 per cent for each the administrator that he is accurate, Thomas added in 
program, year. preparing to go through the an interview. 
Hote l  Vancouver  TEAMSTER BROTHERS 
faces  staf f  str ike JEER THEIR LEADER 
VANCOUVER (CF)  - -  Union workers voted 90 KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -  2,000 members in me In- 
About 450 unionized em- per cent to reject the TeamsterleaderSenatorEd terior. 
Col l ings  home ployecs of Hotel Vancouver company's last offer which Lawson confronted 250 The move would erode the 
plan tostrike onThursday to included a dental plan and union members Tuesday in power of Lawson foe Jack 
A l i t t le  b i t  of England ~o~ demands for more improved working con-ano isy  meeting called to Vinhovic, who is president money but the manager ditions but no increase in protest he formation of a of the existing single 8,000. 
. : says the hotel will continue wages, new union local' in '.the. member-Local.~.13. + . . . . .  "' 
. . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .: . . . . . . .  to operate. Suppc  ' ' ...... : . . . . . . .  The facts, however, giant pines, of the century. He had a The first strike in 28 years )rt British Columbla"i~tei'i~iJ. *'l' ' Lawson said Vlahovic had '::~' 
By Vern Simsiuk proved more interesting. The hotel that was built number of one-man shows at the CN-owned, Hilton- Amid boos ancl catcalls, violated the union's charter 
Sadly, legends rarely True, therewae abotel duringthislandbeomwas in major European and operated hotel in downtown fo r  N D U  Lawson told the members of by attempting to remove 
measure up to facts, on the northern shore of eventually abandoned and NORTH American cen- Vancouver will involve Local 180 that the some Interior executives 
Occasionally, however, the Shuswap Lake. It was settled into decades of Ires. He died in1931, bar tenders ,  wa i te rs ,  VANCOUVER (CP) -- proceduresunedinereating from office. 
facts can be as interesting probably built during the despair. Several ye~s The Tudor-style house bellhops, chambermaids The British Columbia the Interior local had been In an interview Wed. 
days of the Columbia River ago, business interests was built by Guy Colllngs and kitchen staff. Federation of Labor called in accordance with the un- nesday, Vlahovic denied that he violated any char.  
as the legend, gold rush in the 1860s. refurbished the hotel and and his brother, Carl, General manager Denis Tuesday for a firm com- ion's constitution, tots. 
This is the case of the Buchanan said the hotel will mitment from the provincial Lawson came to the Vlahovic said he 
Shuswap Lake Hotel story Then o~,erlanders 'hack- today ti is a prime tourist according to the father's that started a decade ago. packed and rode from attraction, design. It is a three- ren sin in operation using government to establish a Kelowna meeting to con- estimatea over80percentot 
supervisory staff, four -year  un ivers i ty  front rank and flle members the union membership will 
The story appeared too Kamloops to the goldfields However, the yarn bedroom building with a Thursday 's  s t r i ke  program at David Thomp- who called for his vote against establishmen! 
good to be true, but north of Reveistoke via th'e spinnere insisted that there carriageway, billiard 
numerous  powered-  north end of the lake. was yet another hotel, room and attached flower deadline was announced by son University Centre-- resignation after the union's of an interior local if the 
hilmsmen instated that Construction of the CP immaculate in appearance room. At the age of 80 John Lieffering, financial formerly Notra Dame international executive British Columbia Labor 
they had seen the hotel and railway around the south and unoccupied still, years, Mx. Collings added secretary of the Canadian University--in Nelson. board granted a charter to Relations Board holds a so. 
talked to the caretaker, end of the lake in the °880b lockedin verdant isolation, the massive billiard room. Brotherhood of Railway, McGeer announced June 1 Local 180, which would cret ballot to resolve the 
Transport and General that the province had i'eprescnt he Teamsters' matter. 
The billiard table has 'hased the The yarn spinners said doomed the backpack Today there is another that the hotel had been trail. The town of several building back in the pines Workers. pure university. ~ .  
developed in the early thousand that had that looks like an Engllsh been inthe  family since I - Co-op Has  More  To Of fe r !  1900s on a secluded shore flourished at Seymour tudor inn, and it appears to First World War days and 
of Shuswap Lake, but had Arm disappeared into gold have a caretaker, resided in the attic until 
never been occupied. All strike history. It was however, the the room was built. The 
the furnishings and con- In the early 1900s a home of Guy Collings, who father purchased it from 
I struction material had second boom convulsed the died recently and willed the Carlton Club in Win- 
[ been shipped over from district. Spurred on by the the estate to John Rivette. nipeg on one of his trips 
[ England. CPR land boom, land Many tourists mistook him abroad. Similarly, the 
I Before the hotel could deve lopers  s tar ted  for the caretaker. • grand piano was put- 
promoting the fire-scarred There is no other hotel, chased in Vancouver on a 
.. Due to.an error  in the advert isement  of Wed. June 8 
open, the First World War ~im • . ' :  : :~ ~.!::~.~i~i;:~. ~ The V iscount15 cu ft FI;ost F R E E RefrJge=;atb/" was 
intervened and a number shoreline as potential But then the Collings trip. I+i;~ii~ .... ! :iii i: i i ; :~i !~ I~rice-d a{ $299.00. Thecor rec f lon  appears  below. We 
of fixtures, such as orchard farms, home, as it is still called, is Contrary to the legenci, @ii~ .... : regret  any  inconven lence.  " ' 
plumbing, were sup- An English immigrant as unlikely a prospect o only a few mantelpieces ~ i :m : :~ :~ 
posedly never removed wave swept over British stumble upon in the dense accompanied the family ~:.:il@~+m~ .' .~ ....... : ............. : ::::: :.: 
from the packing cases. Columbia's mountain from England. Therestof '~:~'~ ......... ' :  ......... . . . . . . .  ~+ii~ Viscount 15 Cu. Ft. Frost Free Reirzgerator . 
The proprietors, English ~; i i~! :  ~/~i "/: ii:!:iiiiii~:!i!i il . 
~i i i~  " :  : B g 143 pound freezer compartrnen t levered she ves, fw n crls~rs, 
~;iI~/I.!~ . :.: >'.ii~::::~:i:~.~fiii~i!:!iii:i!:/+,:i:.:::: contains a tilt shelf, ice bucket and 2 meat keeper, electric butter con- 
~ I iH  Ice cube trays. Inside refrigerator dltloner. Roll out wheels for easy 
~ l~ ~ are 2 full width 'and V= w'ldth can- moving. 
, - ~1 : . ~:'. :Yi::!/;:~,!/i~ii~:!~i::i:~:!i;i"? 
IO O 
.+ I I  I I I  I 
.~ ~:,. :;: ii:~ :::.;,f:!~ if: ::~!4;;,~' i+ fi!:i:::i!~:~'~;::~ ............. = 
" • 1 Bear  Power  T i l l e r  ' ' ' 
217 S " ~' " ~ i l  ' [ i~ '~ • MODEL NO. -40 " .~ . ~ • " [ 
ENGINE: ' • , " " "*,,,,.~i;~'-~ " , $ 
8.0 H.P. Horzonta Briggs & Stratton, 4 cycle ~,  \~': ~ ' /  ' _ . . . . .  ~ ' 
19.44 CU. in., 319 ¢C ' : ; : '~ - i ' .~r /  ~ D ~ '  
forest as any legendary 
valleys. When the land hotel, the furniture came from 
business interests, were boom collxsped and the Mr. Collings was the Western Canada by rail 
supposed to have hired a snows fell, the wave scion of English artist and barge. 
caretaker to maintain the receded, leaving isolated Charles John Collings, who • The house was con- 
was a notable water color structed of native timbers buildings and grounds pockets of English customs 
Y~ar.round. and culture among the and off painter at the turn and field rock. 
40% FAIL EXAM 
English standards poor 
" VICTORIA (CP)  -- cent on the composition see- requests were made by Dr. Victor Neufeldt, 
Continued effort by school tion. colleges and universities, director of freshman 4 
boards, teachers, students The minister said some The minister said at the English at University of 
and the education ministry factors which contribute to time that the test would Victoria, agreed that the 
will be needed to raise the the continuing writing provide an indication of standard of English should 
standard of English in Brit- standards problem are English language corn- be raised, but said parents 
ish Cu,~,,,,b~,, ;'.d,,caLion competing demands for petence of Grade 12 should not consider a score 
Minister Pat McGeer said curriculum time, de'- graduates, of less than 50 per cent as a 
Wednesday. emphasis of drill and The test was divided into failure. 
McGeer was commenting practice, the increasing three bections--sentences "There is no way you can 
on results of a May 3 English number of students corn- containing errLrdcommonly grade a test like this on an 
placement test written by pleting grade 12, and the made by pers/)ns for whom absolute score.nOnce we 
more than 17,000 prospec- number of students for English is a first language; have a few year's ex- 
tire college and university whom English is a second sentences containing errors perience with this, we might 
entrants which showed that language, commonly made by persons be able to establish some 
more than 40 per cent of The test was set up by for whom English is a norms." 
Until that time, he said, 
them scored less than 50 per McGeer last fall after compositionseC°nd la guage,test, and the UVic will go on its p.as~ 
Greater Victoria School experience in deciding wna ) 
score indicates remedial Band fightSoo2,4" .o.d o,.,.m.. ,us. ! g Brice said she was not English work is requi:.ed, 
surprised by the test results. The University has Ueen ,,~, 
• ' ayor  AI She said there have been administering i t s  own I / C O  O P ~  T e r r a c e  O0 " ' • +., , Operative Assowahon The Penticton Indian Band Kenyon said Monday that -indications for some years English placemv~t test for [] -- 
will stop any attmepts to put work crews will likely use that students leaving high the past seven years, and 
the herbicide 2,4-D into the herbicide in se:"..,:.m cf school have not been faring has found that l7 per cent of I 4617 6reig Ave. A _ _ Phone 635-6347 
the lake within the next well at university and it will the students who took the 
month to control water take years to correct the remedial ~.~ 
Kaha Lake in front of its 
reserve, chief Morris test required 
Kruger said Wednesday. weeds. ~ , problem. English classes. 
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CHAMBER BRIEF 
Dease Lake line 
should start he re 
Though the northwestern extension "can only become 
econonsy isbeing hurt by the profitable by fairly ex- THOMPSON FALLS 
provincial governinent'sl tensive development of the 
suspension of construction resource area tobeserved TO HEAR NORTH 
of the B.C. Rail extension to end it may be that time is 
Dense Lake, the pause may not yet right." "not be all that wrong...in Woodworth said the best Denial of participant fectively shutting them out funding by the Thompson of the decision.making 
light of the world economy route for a railway to serve inq~TeC/temrnmiS~Oo: hastll~ . pr,,~ess. 
at the moment," asys a brief Deem Lake wouldbe north nor . g ~ ._ Prince Rupert, the 
to be presented to the B.C. from Terrace, rather than were active.~y o ppomng me far eat opulatien center on 
Railway Royal commiesion, from north 0f Prince George Kitimat Disport proposm thee g NoP;th Coast, with 
The brief, written by Noel end parallel to the CNR line. "effectively shut out...of the thousands ofjobs at stake in 
• The railway would still decision-making process," the flshi-~ induslrv~ will 
Woodworth, president o! the provide good access to.the the North Coast Committee have no Wee in ~-e ' f 'o~ 
~;ii Northwest B.C. Cham~era rest of North America, 
of Commerce and Alaskan reduce total track mileage, t 9 Save Our Shores nas phases of the inquiry." 
~ : Affiliates, noted that the and eventually extendto the clmrgeo. . Localgroups representing 
suspension of work means Yukon and Alaska, he said. Committee spoges_m.a.n fishery, envfronmental nd 
i "a delay in development of I would also provide a • Ron Denman ann tt~e~ business interests have all 
• Olding sa_y,s Dr.. Andrew been refused funding. Only 
~ the are'a...and the loss of shorter, route to tidewater. Thompson s oecmion on one of six nhases of the 
' ,  opportunity and inveslment 
of several small an- In  the six-page sub- funding "has seriously formal i~'ui~ is scheduled 
P to take pie t~e~neurs of this end the mission, set for presentation corn romised  t ~n.e ce In Prince 
northern areas who nave to the commission when it inquiry's) effecuvenesa oy Ru~rt  
gy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ - -  invested against the con- sits in a Terrace session, lar el ignoring the voice of , ,~  ~m~!  h,,~rtn~ ill 
tinuation of the contracts June 21, the chamber says northwestern B.C. in ~ese be held in the Queen 
• end the eventual opening of that development of the hearings." . . Charlotte Islands or in any 
/ ! the railway." " Prince Rupert port has b.een "Northern groups mat of the native villages on the 
" - retarde by CNR's un- have been acuve on me North Coast" 
! i, But subsidization now competitive rate structure, i line issue have been ,, ' '  p pe . The t~min of these 
Up to their necks in'goad, Helen Plercy and three of her mall by Fdday, fast on thelr way to a needy person, over- might result in high . . . . .  ' g 
home crafts students dbpisy one.of the afghans that has  seas. oPerating losses when the Costs of ai~pping lumber refused participant fun.mn.g hearings cheduled to start and now mus~ rely on mew in the middle of the fishing, 
beencompletodforOxfam; They hope to have them in the rallway is going because the and pulp are "significantly ownlimitodfundingino~.er ensures that the views of 
lower" to Vancouver than to take an active role in me local fishermen will not be 
' : _ ~ • Prince Rupert, says the inqulry precess,"says Save seriously considered as 
/ J  e ra  # " r / J  t' A D D T ~ submission. Our Shores. important evidence in the 
~I r~ '~-  I / - /  ~ . / / " t~ l / - -  I I i . .~ J . ,  . - -  " ',Faced with the evidence "We feel that it is a gr~s hearings." 
. " a " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .., insult to the cite.us o] me Save Our Shores believes 
I . _ _  ___IL s _~ __  ~ ~ .,,JI , ~ ~ I ~ ~ I I ~ nsa~ ~ m c~U_~_~.~.th~ r North Coast to non an the federal goverment has SO roe nsore ,o ,ranspor, ir " in inqu y purporting to done a grave disservice to 
[ m n n r T  I n n m ~ ~]  [ ~ ~ |  | ~ U ~ freight han the receive re resent their interests " as of northwestern I I l  l l ~ V l l b l l  i%~J  e . i i  a v  ,~= ur ic , . -  - - . - . , -  revenue, we ox ~i~ .area can ~Pfle at the same time ef- ~.~cltize . 
s ~ - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  ncies onlb feel mat me rat e ' • • • • lloepi~us ann omer aSe " it ort 
By JOANNE AMES They will_ ~,.ma~n,g a i . . , . -  " ' I throughout the region, ~P°l,icpsm~,~h~l~t Pr~nCce 'n I . a .  s . . . . . . .  .IL__ 
r ro  osa l  ~o me cu .c  © . . . .~.,--, ,v . . . .  Herald staff wHto P . f~  which runs from the queen ) ,, 
~nt  next week that a " ' to end P, uper r ~ a  n u w s  =arlottes Smithers " _ I ltlma[ a r e n [ s  
orthwest Cons- time cooridina~r .be . l~ed e w= "The remote areas of  the P The N " in north to Ste . 
M-The,s~°~t'ffi~, , r  con othernrograms, buttheload Cn~tify their o~ health dentists, to • firemen,..to ~e~_Lhi_~s-o.ne^or~..,.~  Veoo~m~t~idvtotheBC •biRoer " art  in their serve on sub ,ouStS .  
,.,- . . . . . .  o- . . . . . . . . . . .  " - -  omeone isters corn lena  me mcm, uuutm~,w-,,~-=-.-. ,,,...-~-.-.-,---., . ' ' ~,- , P - . • • • but [hen that number of needs better than s min , P neflt of the children s education at P The roup will meet once tinumg education facilities g . • ' rk in  They want to know more so Ferries to the be g 
nnd ~cm toc , ~:esoucce ,lines 19oks definitely .like a m Ottowa. _ . . . .  ~. survey. The wo #h~.v ~,nn do n hotter lob n~onl 11olivein thelower- meeting recently. More  the end of June, 
. . . . . . . .  e lo~ed. , , . .  . . . . .  . . , . ,  . . . . . .  :. , ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ..__ _ew , 
-ate~al,;.+,,,,-"~,' .;~:, ~ ....... : ..-full.t/me ,job...; . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  L . . . .  The study ot .memc~- " " ~-niand-Vancouver Island The meeting was called by allowing elected members 
. . . . . .  The idea of the college and ofessionat reqmrensento . . . .  ,, tea o of eo lewho et to Know At the present time, pr . . . .  , area, Woodworth wri . .a small gr up JP P . and others to g 
neither are available in the the coerdi .nator serving the m"a commRten.t m.flself ~ . . . . .  "Oh yes, the Queen of were interested m seeing ".ff one another and discuss 
northwest. Resourceppp.le whole region serv~ two the id~ otr_.e~o,.nal,~%~;~ T; I I ;~,  w~ ~v~i~l~ th~ h ~ t  Prince ~upert fares were there would be enougi~ priorities they will work on 
and materials must ne .p~.n~eses. une m manun- ~ys__,noo~.m~,~cu~,u~,~le I I I IDU l I I  ~ ,  ' , i s ' "  ' . '  , v  , , , vv~,  also given a..20.1~..r.cent res..pense, to f_0rm a__com- nextf~l. , ,  . . . . . . .  =,,~. 
," ' f rom southern clam. . ser~. c~.  ,p,,,=- .,,,- . . • - n rovl~lea mar ou nuuee mpc coma ro.mo~e A generm mee.un$ wm u~ ~mported • ' . .  . Alcan ~ rMuctio p Y . . B.C., OR PROFESSIONALS In ~e lower .mmman_d, reg tonm d~sw~ot. - __,,.. .  l'illic .urn Keyooaros won the secon,.an~l .z. 'q'ov]or'a booked 30 days in advance, the exchange o~.Z.].aeas held m S.eptemuer or_Oc- 
MUST GO TO THEM. many ~.oel}.lto.ls nave.rotor t;o.uuuumes_ a_.[.ome cu~ over an aware for_ ~us_uc "~'~"'~"~-"~'~o' -  ~r,r-¢t. provided that you I~ .~ oet.ween parents, cnueren, .to.bur to gzve a.~ parenmm 
No one's education ends ~SOo~n~u~oS¢:ea ,  ' w:mu~itmreen~'asC=well"as ~oTt~enc~ T Cd~?~l~e ~. ;nd ;~ l '~ l~ ' r~e~nCr~t :  . tu rn  passage, provme~ and eaucators, the r~tmy~:;eYt i~vn~ne~! r 
when they pick up a degree pec . • ns rovin " third " that you paid almost ira- op~ ty . 
a medical school, or everyone must share maintaimng and i p g terrace Jaycees announced .' -,,,.otelv after booktmt The resnonse was good A The committee invites from • " on " " '~" -  .' ' "-- " " corn leto a first facilities and spec. zalis~ so theheal~ carom the regi WednesDay. t~ecend m this . . . . . . .  - _ - number of concerned and anycommen~ or sdeas from 
when,,~eYx~o,n.,P~,,,,,,es wecen afford to nave nsem simply vy continuing the category was t tosean Merchants . !  T ime "wel l ,  we d id . .get  interested, and more im- the community as a whole. 
- . .  , , ~ -  . . . . . . .  "1- , cleaners w~m t~zza feuD, but it certenn t n one ns~l~ci'nes and ideas are at_all. . . . . . .  . . . . .  education of~)eopleinhealth Fleoring..with Celebrity" second andCo-ol)tliird "~.metl~l..ng . . . . .  Y. portant,"  enthusiast ic,  Feel free to contac a y 
~.msenua,, mac ~s now sc care protesstons- . . . .  Fashions aura . . . .  , v . ma nottung m nelp me cost -,,,,.-,,o showed u,, at the Of them constantly arising. . . • in ~ . . . . . .  ,, . . . . care rsansinthe wall 'be w~h conUn..uing Lee S treze., ,o.~ me u.u. . - ' nk of of a .  art of milk meetin They were m- The followmg.m..a list of Health pe Institutional Ba ~u g 
region would like to have education facility__,AUwt~h e Heal~mAmmi~C~th~t ~tl~de .hOe~e~etesOePlec~iveW~ncelrasands Commerce; CP/~ir, second; 1Vl~,~t..  . . . .  formed of the possibilities the Mount Elizanens c_n.ooz 
n~e~.~s to courses ancl agenci~ enu peop!e w me comm . . . . .  me la "° .,a,~nq~r 'mi~d ' ~OW v~.nunuynone .ox for action such a consmittee Committee: Barry ~}sx, 
~so'urce material here want one must utilize a committee~ is ..me.tsrs.~. one were: ""~-",',,,~-'~' Retail' Artex. ~ water ,,wanspermuon m could have, the general Einar Blix., Lil~, pa ~uva, 
"-~eAdvisory Committee "central one.. _ __ to do a survey mat ecx~uY~ Industr ia l '  Uplands m,-'~t=.~vo'n secondlandSS' suummzeo, format of the committee "Marl Fow~e tcnawpersony, 
_. Communit Colle • Thesecond, mpolitical, in went out and. identi ,cu ~,,,0o,,,, Doe's Cartaae. ~,..~;~.,o,.~ 'mt,.,~ ' ' ' ,,n,,,,,.,,,,k fm|oht IS lnost was discussed, and Luel]a Froese (secretary), sees the Y g ' eens . . . . . . .  -', • ° • ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lees Henr as the ideal facility to a good way.: . commtmityn . " .  _., • , ,, vnotsubaidized, itis questions were answered J.oe. G.onca , . . . .  r_.y 
. The feoeral overnmenc It is comprenenswe anu ..ertalnl, , . . . . . .  ommitt HoloerDaum, Joe maaM, o de them g - .. ro o~iuon aria aoout me c ee. pr vi . . - a 'user~y p P • • ril n • from first hand knowledge, There was a brief break Mardyn Pollard, Ma ~n 
thecommlsslonnsaybesure for introductions, and Rich/Pat.Scott, and Jonn MRS. NASH FOREST DISTRICT REPORT the  automot ive  t ran-  nominat ions  were  put  "S t imon.  lid se forest , _ _ .  , ,  . ,  d . ,d ,  O staff representatives are C not waxing fat on their limit the number of people June Bernauer, Stella DIES, 87 h ren cau fire sportation conspanies are l~ofits." on the committee to thir- Watson. and Lynne Smith. 
Mrs. Josephine Nash, The weekly fire report for This means that numerous Last year (1976) was a good Future planning fbr the 
eldest daughter of the late the Prince Rupert Forest cones of the same specl~ cone year in that there were Prince Rupert Forest 
• Haida Chief Henry Eden District for the week ending mustbecollected andstored plenty of' cones, however, District Calls for the con- 
shaw and Martha Edensha~ June 2, 1917 sho~.s three to allow for planting of the the cool, wet weather ex- tinuation of the trees 
and granddaughter of th  fires occurred during this right species in the right perienced prevented most planting programs at about 
famous Haida Chief ,all}or period. One was caused by area. Nature, un- tress from being pollinated, the present level, further 
Edward Edenslmw passe children playing with fortunately, does not and the seeds within them progress in forest thinning 
peacefully away in Mills_ matches and two. resulted produce a good supply of were sterile. The supply of programs, and increased 
MemorialHoepital, May 2nO from lighting strikes. All seeds every year. seeds collected in' 1970 is activity to meet a new 
in her 87th year. fires were conflned to small The last year for good continuing to supply msst of Challenge on the horizon- 
Mrs. Nash is survived by are~. .  The fire hazard cone collection was in 1970. our  needs. However, a that of an increasing m- 
her son Fred H. Nash oi throughout the District is critical shortage is oe- cidence of insect damage 
Duncan B.C. and daughte:' Low except for Moderate: -,-,-., r - r~ut~M/~ cuffing for'high elevation within established plan- 
yLrs.BrockNorbirg (Jessie) ratings in the Burns Lake, [ /~/ . /~r - rT i . J l vL  'species. tatioas. 
of Terrace, B.C.  Five Houston ,  K i twanga,  
grandchildren - L inda Telegraph Creek and Atlin MESSAGE Th i.  proje   a~ s~ 
Pi~ek Rhonda Norbirg, areas and High in the Bella . . . . .  . at the experimental stage. 
Yma, 'Edward and Zoe Cools region, ca~YonedJre~Pr~on~dw~a~ One project uslng a Ker- Correction 
Nash, two great grantt Reforestation began in . . . . . . .  shaw Klearway was carried 
• r in 1961 when 65.000 customer mat me new 911 out at Burns Lake last Fall. . Wednesday's 
en - B an and Deva. earnest , ' Thinning of a forest is the chlidr ry emergency number going 
PlUck. Her. s!stera ...l~..s seedlings we~_p!a_n_!ed on into effect June 13 is for the same function as a gardener ed i t ion  erroneously 
Ernest Yelmtzie ~wm- 18Oaeres. *rmu , r~ ~ p . - "  _ . . . .  nifred) Mrs. Vestin ting was co,!ned to a t~rz~ nee ~up~ret 1 are%°smtYrict hinning out the carrots he listed the price of 
Ha eman and M rs; Godfrey number of sma, areas a_no C~tomer Service Man~er has planted in his garden. 
Kelly(Victoria.) was done on an ex- . . . . . . . . .  - -  When too nsany trees ~cupy V iscount  15  cu .  ft .  
. .  nerimental and research ~°r~UnnE~l~aa;~ me~e~y a hectare of ground, the . f ros t  f ree  
. . [msis The rate of tree ru t  ~.u ~ "competition for light and 
i r~rewaanual lv~t i l  agencies decide to be in) nutrients becomes so in- refrigerators . Wddhfe plant:- . . . .  . . .  ~-"--' ;~-"~3'  cluded in the three-digit tease that none of the trees 
• a peak was reucu~u m ~=,. • "' - - ir l  a l l  
• - " .when 10. million seedlings ' eme~enCYrenurre~ler~o %'  will ever grow to full size. 
• ain e were planted on e3,000 acres 'L'e, aS p .~p - Thinning is the p~ccess of p r of cut.over forest land. : r~c~f~ tnrceuit~ecessary leaving the trees with the adver t i sement  
w Planting is carried out by ,, ..~ . most potential and fo r  the  
Terrace residents are no '--"- "e  Forest Service and So until that time, removing all the others, 
able to view the wo.rk...of ,t,~'~=;,~r comnanies regular emergency num- thus breaking the pattern of Ter race  Co-op  
Prince George wl.lai.lxe "'Th'evi'ans for t~e Sp~ng of bers .  for Port Edward competition. 
Inter, Ken ~'erris, In me mw c~ll for nlanting 1,915 renan in exmct, sam Thinning is a double- at $299 
~rar  arts room - -"  " Dunn Y ' hectares (4,596 acres) with. . edged sword in that there is 
The exhibition of this self- 1,918,000 seedlings, an immediate benefit to the rather than $499. 
n The tree seed required to trees remaining in the 
taug~ artist includes nsa y , - . . . . . . .  is also HALIFAX (CP) -- The forest, and markets develop 
ds  conunue pmnu~ pa int ings  of b . i r  : . . . . . . . . .  edistrict Nova Scotia Provincial for the treesremoved. As We regret any 
.~ed ro~ucea  w lmm t .  realistically reproqYJ pr, . . . . . . . . . . .  nts of Council, Scouts Canada, qur virgin forests are 
i v a] BiOlOgical reqmrem~ using the Pro,: t . ~ . . . .  ~ ,~ ictate that the achieved an 11-per.-cen! gradually cut over and inconvenience our  The totem in thecorner was given to thc 
tv~v~ d Museum stuns. - "  - "7  . . . . . . .  te within increasein mem~ersmp rest replace by second growth 
. . . .  seeos mus~ onsm~ There is no admipiu, approximately t00 miles Y~)~tal~e%% nt ;ep~rt;aYi~ e stands,' more and more mistake may have  Skeena Junior Secondary library to be put wood will become available on permanent display, It was slrated three 
char e for this snow, radius and within 500 feet in - -. . . . . . .  caused ,  years ago by an art class and then aban- 
spo~sgored b),. the Terrace vlevatlon of. th e area that avac~a~ey~u~7Pea.ruc 'pate° through commerc ia l  doned. Thls year, Tony Bosello's art 
Art Associauon. they are gong to grow m. . thinning. , 
, t" 
classes completed it, A lot ~ careful  and  
hard work has gone into it, with c lose 
adherence to  the  old Indian designs and 
paint marking in the f inished.pro|act,  
, # 
ti 
I 
i 
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Gun contro l  
needed now 
Canada still has no effecUve gun control 
legislation evm though all reasonable indicators 
point to. the urgent need for legislation that will 
• keep firearms away from the easy reach of those 
who damage themselves or others. 
Despite the-fact that anyone - d rug  addict, 
criminal or homicidal maniac - can walk off the 
street and 10 minutes later leave a store with a rifle 
or shotgunand ammunition, the legislation that has 
already received exhaustiv e debate remains to be 
passed. 
All the arguments have been heard, the gun lobby 
has done its best and still no one who has any 
regard for human life can find an alternative to the 
licensing of the owners of all guns. 
No one wants legislation that would make it 
difficult for those who have legitimate use for rifles 
or shotguns to own and use them. Farmers who 
need to protect livestock surely can easily prove 
their need, the same appUes to sports hunters 
although greater care Shbuld be exercised in 
owners. Native people who il~nsing amateur ~ ..... ' . . . . . .  " 
live by hunting .and trapping should have special 
provisions made to safeguard their traditional way 
of life. 
But with those important exceptions - and the 
legislation already proposed takes cognizance of 
these concorns - no one should own a lethal weapon 
which could allow for the death and destruction of 
innocent people without stringent licensing 
regulations. 
• Shotguns and rifles accounted for one-third of 
Canada's uicides and murders - 95) suicides and 
186 murders - in the most recent year for which 
figures are available. There is no doubt this sen- 
seless toll could be significantly reduced with a 
licencing system for all firearms• 
Huntei's especially object to the red tape but we 
believe the few seconds it requires to fill out a 
document are nothing compared with the months 
the victim of impulse shooting might have to spend 
in the hospital if he survived in the first place• Our 
case, we believe is quite simple, for the reality of 
guns is that they are weapons used to kill and rob 
people and they must be the subject of strict con- 
trol. 
Why must we wait for yet another tragedy to be 
convinced? 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
THE FAMILY CIRCUS • 
By Bil Keane 
"Don ' t  wash THAT shirt, Mommy! It has the 
autographs of all the guys in my 
class on if." 
I 
Interpreting the news  
Yo  ng's global power still intact 
UNITED NAT' ~ION " respect is power, and Johnsan and later applied it American policy on Africa. African Plime Minister After labelling the. previous 
(CP) -- Andrew Young, tF diplomats are more in- to Lincoln. ' They say privately that. John Vorster three weeks presidents an~ r.aclsts, he 
provocative United Stat, 'tareated in, whether Young That episode was the they felt the Ford ad- ago. explained that .n.e. meant 
ambassador to the UN, may has the eontinued support of latest in a series of ministration tended to view Youn8 conferred with aimpl~ that they dian't care 
be in domestic hot watel' President Carter and State diplomatic flaps 'in which Afrtea and African Carter in Washington enough. 
over his racial views but he Secretary Cyrus Vance than Young jolted the Britons, developments only in terms Tuesday and an ad- But he receivels high 
has strong support 'within they are in his public ut- the Russians and the Swedes of the East-West struggle ministration source later marks from diplomats for 
said the president "for the his bobindthe-seenes work the international com- terances. He obviously does with the charge that they, for the balance of power, most part".thought that the at/he UN, bringing Mr/con 
munity. . have that support and the too, were racists. " The Carter edmini~ration, and Western delegates Domestic political toe~ power that goes with it. Domestic commentators they suggest, is t/lth~ pol/cy ambassador was say S together andgeti~ them to 
are demanding apology, ff The latest controversy fear tha~ the for- more to national fr~,dom things that needed to be work harmonlous|y. 
not outright ouster, for orupted when Young in a meriGeorgia congressman, and human rights, said. 
Young's characterization f Playboy magazine in- appo|nted to the UN when They view Young's slate- The problem with Young They point to the month of 
the last four American terview called former Carter took office last mentsasfollowingnpattern isthathehasnotlearnedthe March, when Young served 
presidents as "rac/sts" and presidents Nixon and Ford January, may be damaging set by Carter in his out- diplomatic nuance of as president of the Security 
his later extension of that "raeists~ for their in- theU~S.positieaabreadbut spoken comments on h,man speaking discreetly. He Council and the council 
label to Abraham Lincoln, sensitivity to cultural differ, diplomats see his rights in the Soviet Union tends to make a sweeping spent several sessions 
known to Americans as tht antes. Appearing before a statements, blunt though and elsewhere and by Vice. ~eneraIlzation and then dis cuss ing  Af r ican 
Great Emancipator. congressional committee, they are, are a reflection of President Walter Moudale unmediately has to explain problems with_none o~ the 
But, in the UN, the one he extended that description the Carter administration's in his tough words on apxr- thatwhat he had saidwasn't charges and counter. 
thing that commands to presidents Kennedy. and determination to change thsld when he met South exactly what he meant, charges that often • characterize such debates• 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Man in the LEFT THE LOOT 
Pol ice botch  
• " , . burglary job 
, " OTTAWA (CP) -- On Trudeau and the current 
~ the night of Oct. 6-7, 1972, salicitor-general, Franck 
police from the RCMP, Fox, have promised a full 
Montreal and Quebec police statement of all faebs in 
forces broke into the offices their possession after the 
' of a left-wing news agency sentencing of three po-  
in east-end Montreal and llcemen who pleaded guilty 
made off with hundreds of two weeks ago to faili~ to 
files, subscription lists and get a search warrant before 
IP cheque stubs, the 1972 Montreal bresk-in 
But they left untouched at Agence de Presae Libra 
• ' about $125in cash as well as du Quebec. 
• ' a $700 electric typewriter, Te three, RCMP Chief 
immediately tipping the Supt. Donald Cobb, Man- 
agency people who arrived treal Police Inspector Roger 
the next morning that the Cormier and a Quebec 
intruders had been more Provincial PoNce inspector, 
than ordinary burglars. Jean Coutellier, were to 
Theysent tdegrsms to the appear in a Montreal court 
"~ ) three police' forces saying today , a here their lawyers 
. . . . . .  they suspected police in- will make pro-sentence 
volvemout and followed up arguments. 
~y~ with letters to Jerome Elmer MacKay (PC.--. 
Choquetto, then q~ebec's Central Nova) wants the 
minister, of justice, and statement toinclude details 
;:. ~ i r~ then-federal solicitor- I ~ of possible police con- 
~'~lii~i!i general Jean-Pierre Coyer. nections with the December, 
~ Choquette replied a few 1970, theft of documents 
days later that none of the from Praxis Corp. in 
~,,~,~/it  ~ three forces had been in- Toronto. 
valved, eoyer never epUed. Praxts, an activist organ- 
~. .  ~ : ' ,  Prime Minister.Trndeau, ization working wlth poor 
!..'~"~ay~'~th'~t-~aitl/ou~h" COy~: "i~eoj)l~'s"l~6ffi~ atthe thne~ 
"Those who accuse me of murder, torture and mutilation don't have a leg to stand on/" ! Imewofthe break-m, he was was named in a letter signed 
: .never told of the RCMP by Coyer and circulated to 
,. : involvement. Trudeau says five cabinet ministers in 
:,: UGANDAN DICTATOR. i the government did not t~ i  eontainlng the names of 
Ii i know the RCMP had par- 21 federal government 
i tieipated until more than employees, rein on their 
: flwee years later when one activities up to that point. 
• i of the RCMP officers in- "The lack of curineity is 
i volved revealed it during his the amazing thi~," said 
! trial for an unrelated Stuart Lnggatt (NDP--New 
6-year - re ign  of te r ro r  
By BRIAN JEFFERI~'S a Commonwealth meeting Uganda so Usandans could Parisian airport oilet. 
NAIROBI, KENYA(AP)- in Singapore. 'take over their bas/nesses, That same year he 
"BIB Daddy" Idi Amin has Shortly after, mutilated when he said Hitler "was threatened to execute al bombing. Westminster), party Justice 
had a nix-year region of bodies were found floating right to burn six million Brltlahschoolteacher, Denis: The incident, along with critic. "How any solicitor- 
terror in Uganda punc-in ~e Nlle and cabinet Jews," when a British- I-lilk, who ©ailed him ai char~es t~t  opposition general could ignore thls 
t~ted by episodes of Jovial ministers, intellectuals and Israeli grandmother named '~dllnge tyrant" in an un- memmrs the RCMP (possible RCMP in- 
uunoonery, other prominent Ugnnzans Dora Block disappeared publishedmanuscript, have been connected volvement) when he had the 
i The antics of the six-feet- disaPPeared, Sines then, after the laraeli raid °n Prime Minister James ! m~ at least tw° °thor acmsati°n i  a letter ou hla 
four LS0-pound dictator have there have been frequent Entebbe and when he was Callaghan, then forei ,ni break-ins in the Toronto desk is amazing. 
entertained newspaper reports of individual accused of murdering the secretary, had to go ~o: area since1970, is the centre "It's a clear abdication M 
readers in Western EuroPe murders and large-scale black Anglican archbishop Uganda to free Hills. i of a developing controversy his responsibility, as 
and North Y, merica, but his slaughter, of Uganda last February. When Scottish and Welshl about police spyin8 ac- minister." 
!rule has been one es the The International Com- But the condemnations nat/ousl/smwascamlngthel Uvities while Coyer was The latest ease to be 
'. meat murderous in African mission of Jurists estimates often were followed by British government con-! solicitor-general from brought forward by the 
history, that Amin's troops and laughter, cern, Amin wrote the Queen: December, 1970 to Harem- oppns/tion was the charge 
An outstanding soldier police have kflled more than Amin startled the asking her to arrange al bar, 1972. Tuesday that the RCMP 
who fought for the British 100,000 people in the last six diplomatic world by ap- meel~mg for him with the'.  Opposition members ay may have been involved ln a 
agalsnt the Japanese in years. Other foreign pointing Princess Elizabeth "Hberation leaders." Hal that in the absence of any 1976 break-in at the Toronto 
Burma and the Man Man in estimates range from 50,000 Bagaya, a successful model told her many Scots. 
in London and New York, as "consider me King of the 
.. minister willing to step publishing house James, 
. forward and 'take respon- Lewis and Samuel Ltd., in 
Kenya, Amin was Uganda's to 300,000. '. sibility, there ought o be a wbleh files were stolen• army commander in There were flurries of his foreign minister. In Scots." • : 
January 1971 when he foreign condemnation when 1975, he fired her and ac- Later he said he should: judicial inquiry to get an- "How many more of these 
ousted Milton abate whflv Amin'in 1972 expelled the cusedherofsexuuirelattona replacetheQuecnasheadofi swers from what they say is are on record?" asked 
the president was attending 50,000 Asians living in with a white European in a the Commonwealth i a proliferating spy Prank Oberle (PC--Prince 
. establishment that appears CoorgePeace River). 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: to be out of control 0berie wanhJ to know 
~ about the involvement of the 
: SAYS MEL H URTIG " q~,*einlintelligeneegro~in 
- the sollcltor-goueral's of- U S " )resence is greater now rice, offieiallyealled the Police and Security Plan- 
ning and Analysis Groul), 
s • but nicknamed,,Goyer~s 
gumshoes" by the op- 
p~itlon. EDMONTON (CP),'~ products 90, machinery 78, "Since Pierre Trudeau coun|ry, we have been in- toinclude the Iong-torm and __Th_e" group, headed by 
Mel Hurtig says abo~ petroleum refining 99.9, became prime minister, suring our children and national ramifications of 
$665,000 in Canadian fund~ mining 64, rubber 93, auto foreignowhership growth grandchildren and future foreign takeovers and ex- ~ureu army colonel Robin 
leaves the country ever~ 97, chemical 89, mineral has been more than in the generations of Canadians pension; u0urne, isanouti[rowthefa 
hour of every day--50 per. fuels 81, and smelting and first 100 years of Con- are goi I to he hlgh-rent dian banks, trust com- s~..ur/ty~indintel]LIKeneeeo, 
cent going to the United' refining 85." " federation, he said in an tenants ~harecroppers, in panics and other managers ordination group rn wh/ch 
States. From a small office, interview. "I had no choice what sh ld have been their oylarge pools of investment .Bo~ne and Goyer were 
Foreign ownership in Hurtig runs what he says is but to leave. I would have own country. ' capital grazually .to shift mmlved cturlng October. 
Canada exceeds $100 billion the largest publishing house been a hypocrite to have "They will have no theft loans and investment, Goyer and bib two sue- 
and in the last two years for in Canada. stayed." ability to control their own by say five per cent a year, eessors have said the 
which government figures A Canadian flag flutters Hartig speaks with the affairs because decisions to Canadian-controlled 
are available--- 1973 and over the building and inside assurance of a self-made affecting them will be made companies; , Bourne group does not have 
any Of its own agents but 1974--toreign ownership in Hurtlg often is found man. Working in the family i.n New York, Detroit, Hang t/on in the federal income alysea informaUon oh-
Canada grew by more than planning his awareness fur store when he left school, Kong and Brussels and tax tax rates for Canadian. 
$23 billion, assaults on the con- he later invested his savings havens around the world." controlled companies, and rained from the RCMP, 
military intelligence, other "That's greater than the sciousneas of Canadians. of t~00 in a small Edmonton' Before Canada can go for- five-to 10-percent increase government departments 
growth of foreign ownership "The last Gallup Poll book store in 1956.. He ward again, the publisher for foreign-controlled 
in Canacla during the entire showed 71 per cedt of all published hid first title 8~ said, there mustbe aradical companies; ' 'and agencies and other 
decade of the '~0s," said Canadians were opposed to 1967. changein one of the existing to gfrarn~ and loan fit~ncing .police forces. 
" The opposition wan hishlY Hurtle, 44, publisher, any further foreign- Last year, for the first parties or a new, broadly, re'gn corporations in critical of its creation by
founding member and' ownership growth, time, sales exceeded the $1- based, varty-- ded/cated to Canada, and a transfer of Goyer in 1976 leading C-~pyer 
former chairman of the "I helieve mnst people are million mark," he said. a united Canada and open this financing to Canadian ~ make a sta~ment 
Committee for an In-' aware of the situation." "But it's a risky business honest" government - will corporations; 
,dependent Canada. On one wall is a large map with small profits, have to be formed, public interest directors, fending it in the Corn- 
molls. Hurtig, articulate and of Canada which somewhat "You might sink $100,000 Hurtighasasix.pointplan who are not employees, to Hc told the House it would 
he wants to see ira- the boards of all major study subversive groups and dapper, has these and more resembles a pin cushion, into a bookbefore it sees the plemented: figures stored in his head with pins stretching to all shelf." foreign firms in Canada, "advise me on the~ mat- 
and can release them like a coasts. Hurtig is quick to attack the screening mechanihm Hurtig said he would also 
burst from a machine.gun. "Places I have spoken," the federal government. He to include the entry of new prefer to see stopped much ters." 
"A breakdown of foreign said Hurtig. says that 80 per cent of the foreign firms into Canada of the financing of provln.' "The assessment of the 
investment in Canadian A former Liberal, Hurtig billions of dollars foreigners and. the expansion of cial and federal election seriousness of a security 
industry shows manufac- broke with the party in 1973 have used to buy up the existing foreign firms now campaigns by large foreign threat o the state should be 
turing is 60-percent foreign- over the foreign-ownership country since the Liberals resident in the country; compames, make by'thee civil power in  
dominated. Oil and gas 90, question and went On to came to power has been' torpretation i the present "Canada is one of the few concert with the police 
aircraft 92, computer 91, champion the Canadian raised in Canada. foreign investment review countries in the world where authorities,,, Go,,,,,. ~,,!,~ ,t,, 
electrical 88, tobacco cause with friends. "By selling off our act of "significant benefit" this still is legal," he said. House in 1971• " . . . . . . . .  
Law 
Talk 
Unemployment Insurance The scheme not only helps 
Nudzber I In a series of Veeple through periods of 
seven columns ]ob][essn~s but also. keeps 
money circulating in me 
- By, GORDON HARDY economy, according to UIC 
'~: information officer Tony 
With the jobless level in Strachan. This, be says, 
Canada higher now than at didn't happen during the 
uny;:.~time since the bad Depression. 
recession of the Fifties; it's .At present about 150,000 
more important han ever British Columbians are 
before to. know what claiming finemployment 
unemployment insurance is, insurance benefits. 
and',how it works. Yet, the : Unemployment i surance 
Chief Justice of the Federal is not welfare,, not a 
Cou~ of Aipeal has eaid' gnarantesd annual income, 
that, .our unemployment not a savings account, x~ 
law,are ven more difficult insurance. Like any other 
to comprehend than most insurance you must pay 
modern compl icated your premiums,, which are 
statutes. In this series of deducted from your pay 
seven columns, we want to (about thirteen dollars a 
look at the workings and month). But you must also 
rules of the unemployment follow the conditions of the 
FEDERAL 
'Women are equa 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The Federal Court of 
Canada ruled Tuesday that 
the Unemployment In- 
surance Act does not 
deprive women of equality 
before the law on the basis 
of sex. 
Justice Louis Pratte 
allowed an appeal by ~e 
federal court of Canada 
against an umpire's 
decision that a Vancouver 
woman, Stalls Bliss, was 
discriminated against by 
reason of sex...  
The umpire said that as 
result he right of equality of 
all claimants in respect of 
.Unemployment Insurance 
legislation was affected. 
However, J~tice Pratte 
ruled that theumpire's 
decision should be set aside 
and referred the matter 
back. to him for de- 
termination on the basis 
that Section 46 of the act 
does not contravene the 
• Canadian Bill of Rights. 
Mrs. Bliss became unem- 
ployed ,by reason of 
pregnancy but bad not been 
eml~!oyed long enough to be 
enhtled to  pregnancy 
benefits. 
After the birth of her child 
/ .  
• . . , ,  
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RT RULESi 
nder UIC, law 
she ,was capable of and 
available for work but could 
eriod, but 
were set 
not find employment, pire. 
However, when she ap- ., appeal by 
plied to the Unemployment ;eneral of 
Insurance Commission for Pratte said 
benefits he was told that be deter- 
the 14-week pe~'ied in the hether Mrs. 
pregnancy section had not Blf~ had been the victim of 
expired. , .. di.~imination bvreason of 
She was not claiming sc~.~but whether she had 
pregnancy benefits but only bee~ deprived of "the right 
the ordinary benefits she to ~uality before the law.' 
would have been entitled to It~ said he could not share 
bad it not been for her thd,view of the umpire that 
pregnancy, al ' ni6nz the~.~pplication of Section 46 
04'zrejeeted bythe board of to ',~rs. Bliss constituted 
referees and the corn- dis'~rhnination by reason of 
mission until the expiry of ~ , "  
TI~s was revised in 1971 to 
include sickness and 
maternity benefits. It was 
also' changed to include 
people who earn more than 
$70O0 a year, an obvious 
necessity in an inflationary 
era: ~ It's a compulsory 
PmriS0n i mate was involved time drugs were tran- moving series of events in 
tiie drug trade while on sferred,•whfle War~en was which she gave up_he~,. Job, 
leave~from prison, a B.C. on a daypass from camp. moved into a motel so ne 
Supreme Court judge was She testified that the ride would have a place for his 
told Tuesday. took place four days before friends to vis|t him" and 
Patf'icia Teews, plaintiff she became quadraplegic 
in a: suit against Agassiz from injuries received as a 
' Business spotlight 
1973 
correctional work camp 
warden John Stoneski and 
prison inmate George 
Thomas Warren, told 
Justice Henry Hutcheon she 
had accom~nied Warren 
on a"car ride involving a 
TRIO 
KILLED 
WELLS, B.C. (CP) -- 
RCMP today identified the 
thre~ persons killed 
Tuesday when a light air- 
craft they were passengers 
in crashed and burned after 
hitting:a truck when taking 
off a[ a small airstip near 
this ~community about 75 
miles south of Prince 
George in central British 
Columbia. 
Dead are John Donavan 
Dres'na, 26, of Prince 
George, 'Lorie Dean Elllott, 
22. of Vancouver and_ Ernest" 
passenger when Warren lest 
control at the wheel of a 
friend's car. 
• Toews is also s.ulng the 
owner of the ear, Henry 
MacKenzie. She was 17 at 
the time. of .he accident, 
which occurred June 3,1975, 
.two miles north of Agassiz; 
• Toews testified that 
Warren had repeatedly 
breached conditions of his 
day passes by drinking, 
driving and returning to 
camp late. ' 
She said he had also ap- 
parently fooled prison 
authorities on the weekend 
of May 9-11 by checking his 
suitcase at Hatfield House, a 
halfway house in Van- 
couver, while actually stay- 
ing with her at the Nelson 
Place Hotel. 
Asked • by Warren's 
lawyer, Scott Stew~t, why 
she did, list report the 
breaches to Stonoski Or 
some other prison official, 
Toews replied, "I thought at 
, f Fay Sankey, 22, of QuesnoL the time I was being more 
The .p, lane was piloted by s~uaible not to say anything. 
Saakey s brother Donald, "Rightfrom the beginning 
19, also of Quesnel, whois in I had- been frightonea to 
satisfactory condition in death of Warren. I had been 
Quesnel hospital with burns threatened by hini." 
to both hands. Toews said she first met 
Passengers in the truck, Warren on April 30. She said 
Robert Lmig and James he came to visit a couple 
McCullougb, both of Wells, whom she had recently 
were treated and released moved in with and that he 
from Quesnei hospital, was on a day pass at the 
• , t ime. 
B.C. uranium mine 
delayed by studies 
• Welsh and Mayor Andrew • group objects to the pipeline 
Schuck of Fort Nelsoh said and he could "see little 
although .there is little op- adverse conomic 'or social 
position / to the proposed impact." 
began seeing Warren pipeline, both communities "But at the same time I 
"almost everyday," either want the Alaska Highway see little long-term benefit 
Un'ongh is day passes or paved as part of any to the community either," 
bervisitstotbecamp.,~mm agreement to build the saidSchack.,,Theeeonomic 
this happened against her pipeline, impact i s  greatly 
will, she alleges. The community hearings exaggerated when in fact 
She said that on "a of the enquiry headed by there is not too much there. 
number of previous oc- Dean Kenneth Lysyk of the "But the people of the 
casioas" she had told University of B.C. law North are entitled to 
Warren, 'That's it'8 I'm school are one of the few long'term development of 
leaving."' opportunities for B.C. some kind/' 
INCLUDES MT. LOGAN 
"Access to glacier and 
alpine areas should be 
foot or'air~ there should 
no gondolas." 
Jeff Green, a University 
of B.C. student who said he 
has done •research in the 
park, agreed that access to 
the outer area of the park 
should be limited, but ad- 
ded: "The ice fields are a 
magnificent area with' the 
glaciers and Mount Logan. 
. "Now you can only go 
mere it you're very wesley 
or very lucky. Other people 
should have an opportunity 
to see the ice fields." 
The study group has com- 
pleted 10 public meetings in
the Yukon and plans another 
in Alberta before writing its 
master pian for the park. 
He said Section 46 applies He said that while such a 
to pregnant women andhas distinction may be thought 
no application, to women to be unwarranted it cannot 
who are not pregnant. "ee said to be entirely 
He said that Section .46 of '. ~'~'out foundation. 
the act must be read in .-le added ti~at unem- 
conjunction with Section 30, ~ployment caused bY 
and the other vrovisious. Pregnancy, contrary to the 
• other kinds of unemploy- 
"It is apparent, in" my ment which give rise to the 
view, that Parliament payment of benefits, is 
considered that unem- usually the result of a 
ployment caused by pre.g.- voluntary act. 
nancy was someuung a~[- Allan MaeLean, lawyer 
ferent from unemployment £or Mrs. Bliss, said Tuesday 
caused by sickness or he was exploring the 
unemployment which gives possibility of apnealing the 
rise to the payment of Federal Court ruling to the 
regular benefits." Supreme Court of Canada. 
OHEVROLET STATION WAOON 
automatic, ~-S, P.S., P.6., radio, roof luggage carrier 
• ¢ f l t , "  
1972 • 
PONTIAC 2 DOOR HARD TOP 
s2996 °° 
'.2196 °° 
~'~"~/~ automatic, V-S, P.S., P.B., radio 
• 1972 
CHEVROLET 4 DOOR SEDAN 
'1696 °° ~t~t~ Automatic, P.S.,. P.B., radlo~ family car. 
Kluane National Park 
should never be spoiled 
retained," Stace-Smith said. VANCOUVER (CP) ~ make the park more ac- 
Kluane NationalPark inthe cessible. It •also opposes 
Yukon Territories hould be allowing any motor boats, 
left in its natural state, a. planes, or snowmobiles 
Parks Paneda committee inside the park' Hunter said' 
studying the park's future Rosemary Fox of the 
was told Tuesday. ~ Sierra• Club supported 
Klunae, near the Yukon- Hunter. 
Alaska border, is an 8,500- Kluane should be 
square-mile _park containing designated a primeval 
Canada's highest m0un- wilderness park, she said, 
rains, including Mount. and its boundaries xtended 
I~gan, and the world's to inelude the whole range of 
larffest non-polar glacier animals protected by it, she 
sygem, said. Several species have 
Harry Hunter, presenting ranges extending well out- 
a brief for the ~auonm anz side the park. . ' 
P rov inc ia l  •Parks  Richard Stace-Smith, 
Association of B.C;, told a presenting a brief from the 
pu~c meeting of about 100 Federation of B.C. 
people that the association Naturalists, also told the 
opposes any increase in committee access roads to 
access to the park, including the, ~rk should be l~mited. 
thebuliding of roads outside It s presently almost 
~lt which would inevitably roadiess state should be 
Jim McEwan 
Motors (Terrace} Ltd. 
"Dealer L i cense  No. 1492A. 
/ 
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WEST 
BEST 
14 
FL OZ 
TINS 
i 
WESTERN FAMILY 
ORANGE 
FLAVOUR 4.3.25 o z  
CRYSTALS ENVELOPESIN, PKG 
WITH 
PORK 
." ~ ~ ~ i  t . . . .  : .... : : i l l  ~ . . . .  ~" . . . .  I'~ "~ i 
• ~  ! t .  
. ~"gili.- 
. . . .  • ,,  - -  .L~: .  ' '  , .  
OVERWAITEA MEDIUM SiZE 
MARGARINE ,Fresh 
3 - -  - ' -  CANADA GRADE PER LB ~,~ DOZ 
F)ACKAGE i - -  J I l L  i 
I 
i 
WESTERN FAMILY 
DILLS oz 
PL ~IN or POUSH 
SURF 
80 OZ BOX 
CASHMERE-BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
4 ROLL PKG 
SQUIRREL-SMOOTH 
or CRUNCHY 
Butter 
~NESTERN FAMILY - FANCY 
Cream Corn 
MR.UQUID 
Detergent 
~ii! ,~'' • .... :~  
~i~ ~, 
CA .IFORNIA-CAN. NO.1 
White, Rose 
.... PER Lg i 
B.C.-CANADA NO.1 EACH 
LONG ENGUSH 
CUCUMBERS .45 
CAUFORNIA-CANADA NO. 1 
PEACHES P~ .69 
,SIZE 72'~, 
CAUFORNIA-CANADA NO.1 
BING 
CHERRIES PE~ .95 
TO 
B.C. GROWN 
CANADA NO.1 
HOT 
HOUSE 
PER LB 
Rain Cheque, 
Your assurance of receiving sale 
items when we are .oversold. 
PINERIDGE FARMS-SUCED 
Raisin 16oz 59 
Bread LOAF. 
MINUTE MAID-FROZEN 
Or'ange 2"~' 83  FL OZ m l 
j u i ce  T,NS 
f 
CARNATION-FROZEN. 
Tater Gems .77 2 LB BAG 
CHRISTIE'S-PLAIN 
RITZ 16 OZ 
Crackers PKG 119 
CHRISTIE'S-HONEYMAID 
GRAHAM 8oool ~ 
Wafers PKG ~. 
DUNCAN HINES 
ANGEL FOOD 14.5 oz .~~ 
Cake Mix ~KG 
DUNCAN HINES IN3 VARIETIES 
MOIST&EASY 14OZPKG ~ ~  
Snack Cake ,, t l l  
MILKBONE-LARGE 
Dog . 32 oz 19  
Biscutts PKG 1 
~~-~. :~" - " :~-~-~-~.  . ..... ~ ' -~:~~:  CiTY CENTRE, KITIMAT 3220 EBY, TERRACE 
i 
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A 
M ,PNCNI 
A 
WHOLE or 
SHANK 
PORTION 
PER LB 
• ~!:; . .  
*..- ; / " :  " . i . . .  
CANADA 
GRADE 
LB 
CUT:BONE-IN 
BONELESS 
STEW BEEF ~" _~_~ 
CANADA GRADE 'A'N ~ l~b~ 
'FIRST CHOICE' WCUUM__ ~m 
PACKED 
SIDE ,',EC~S.'II ;{10 
BACON PERLB m. 
DANOLA THIN SUCED ~ .-~ 
SANDWICH - ~ 0z d l t~ ~ ~' 
VAC 
MEATS Z "~' _~1~! 
ASSORTED VARIETIES m ~ 
PANCO BRAND 
PER 
TURKEY ,. 
DRUMSTICKS, 
POUR STAR 10 FL OZ TIN NABISCO-SPOON S IZE  PAMPERS-TODDI FRS 
Mushroom RoShredded,~,°71 Baby, PKGOF,459 
P,ECES &STEMS -VV Wheat PKG,___ Diapers ~2 I ,  
KRAFT-REGULAR DOW-REGULAR SUPER DRY 
Cheese ~,~ "169 Handm-Wrap 59 
Slices ~-- m. ,z,x~oo FT,O,, • Secret 9 oz m • 
DESSERT TOPPING DIAL-BATH SIZE ~1~ ULTRA BAN-ROLL-ON 
5 8  Bar  SoaRPKG OF ~b~I IEAQUA,  PINK or WHITE I I~nmnt . , ,  _~h]~ SCENTED UNSCENTED I~1~ Lucky Whip  3 , I JU  ,~oz 
• 40Z PKG • GOLD, ~ ~ L T  :/;,~T,~ ~ 
WESTERN FAMILY DAFIE CHOC. CH'P, C.NNAMON DAN,SH, IH~, .OrMI~I  ~VUU~ I 
FANCY-KERNEL 
CORN 
2 LB BAG 
FROZEN DEPT. 
COCONUT CREME,  CHOC,  FUDGE 
FRENCH CREMEI  
COOKI 
14.50Z MIN WT. 
r 
i 
TOOTHPASTE 
CREST 
JUNE 
ms dairy 
month 
i i  
DAIRYLAND 
~: "~,~: REG., 2% or 
SMALL CURD 
' - - 1  
OITY OENTRE, KITIMAT 
1 HE 
KILO m- - row 
100 ML TUBE c~ m 
. '~ ' .  DAIRYLAND-ASST'D FLAV 
. Sher=. :73 
1LITNE CTN 
DAIRYLAND-ASST'D 
CTN, 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES~-.- - - "  
3220 EBY TERRACE , CA.-O2O - 
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I Sports 
/-HOM LAFLEUR 
Expect more 
of the same 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Guy Laflem" issued w..hat 
might be taken as a. mua-- 
mannered warning to his 
National Hockey League 
opponents before the 
league's awards luncheon 
Wednesday. 
Asked if he entertained 
any hopes of topping the 
1976-77 season in which be 
won the Art Ross Trophy, 
Hart Memorial Trophy and 
Conn Smythe Trophy while 
helping Montreal Canadiens 
to another Stanley Cup 
vietory, the 25.year,-old right 
winger replied: "I don't 
think I'll be worse--maybe 
I'll be the same, hut not 
worse." 
Lafleur was tha ~entral 
figure among silverware 
recipients at the luncheon i  
conjunction with the NHL's 
annual meetings. The Art 
Ross Trophy came from his 
second consecutive scoring 
championship, while he was 
voted the Hart Memorial as 
most valuable player and 
the Corm Smythe for being 
the most valuable player in 
the playoffs. 
Lafleur received the Hart 
from' two-time winner Jean 
Bellveau, the last member 
of the Canadiens to earn the 
honor in 1963-64. "
Lafleur has been tabbed 
as Beliveau's successor 
since breaking in with 
Montreal in 1971-72 and has 
always attempted to play 
down comparisons. 
"It's always nice to be 
compared with guys like 
Beliveau and Maurice 
Richard,". the native of 
Thurso, Que., said, "but 
they've got their own style 
andI've got mine. 
"I just try to  p,~y my 
regular game. I don t think 
'If I do this, I get a chanee to 
win that.' I just go out there 
and, if the team does well, 
maybe you ~n something." 
Two other trophies went o 
Canadiens players. Ken 
Dryden and Michel 
.Larocque receiveli the 
Vezina Trophy f~l~ffl~3-54 
committee looking into a 
possible association with 
teams in the World Hockey 
winner Harry Lumley, then 
with Toronto Maple Leafs, 
for being the nehninders on 
the team with the fewest 
goals scored against it. 
Larry Robinson was voted 
the James Norris Memorial 
Trophy as best defenceman. 
Dong Harvey, who won 
the award seven times while 
playing for the Canediens, 
presented the trophy. 
Two-time winner Sid 
Smith, a former Maple I.~af, 
presented the Lady Byng 
Memorial Trophy to centre 
Marcel Dionne of Los 
,angeles Kings, selected by 
54 members of the  
Pro fess iona l  Hockey 
Writers' Association as the 
t~layei" best-combining gen- 
emanly play and ability. It 
was the second time in three 
years that Dionne took the 
award, the first time with 
Detroit Red Wings. 
Wllli Ptett, a right-winger 
for Atlanta Flames, 
received the Calder 
Memorial Trophy as rookie 
of the year from 1943-44 
winner Gus Bodnar of 
Toronto. 
Robinson, Dryden and 
Larocque all emphasized 
that their honors could be 
seen as team awards. 
,'Any individual trophy, 
you can look back and say I 
got help here and here from 
my team-matos," Robinson 
said. 
Plett led all rookies' in 
I~sals in 1976-77 with 33 and 
joined Erie Vail as the 
second Flame in three years 
to win the Calder. 
"I'd rather be known as a 
steady player than a 
spectaeular goal scorer," 
said the sixfoot-three inch 
native of Paraguay. 
He said he gives Orlnnd 
Kurtenbach, is coach with 
Tulsa Oilers of the Central 
Hockey League in 1975-76, 
much of the credit for 
developing his skills. 
Members of the first all- 
star team also were honored 
at the luncheon. 
Managing Pele is 3-man job 
boy "scouts." stow. I tell them, 'I am in year that Pele signed. In Pele." m~a~et 
Elizabeth Oans, Pele's the office but Pele's never effect, Garay is PeWs bed- Pelehasbeeninjuredonly r 
ygnard, once in the United States in 
personal secretary,says the here.' "Really, there aren, t a crowd incident, Garey Cosmos' $¢7.mLUion star "For the kids, it's very 
sa  . receives as many as 100 frustrating." many ~problems. Pele s ~I4e was completely 
letters and telephone calls.a But most of them get a very well liked. People do 
day,frem every continent, form letter and a free not approach Pele to shove mobbed in Boston in 1975. 
,'A lot of ehildren get very autographed photo of Pale, him or hit him or anything," He was knocked own, hurt 
upset when I tell them they she says. " Garay says. "All they want his ankle," Garay says. 
can't speak personally to The third person who tries is an autograph or to take Garay says he ae- 
Pele," she says. "They don't to keep Pele safe is Pedro his shirt off'him while he's. cempanlee P le everywhere 
understand, why Pele can't Garay, who became playing. _ he goes on Cosmos' 
answer a" his phone calls. I director M security for the 'The Cosmos earry a good bualnesa, including a trip to 
Familiar blue and white 
in Belm.o-nt Stakes again 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Tbe championship wili be on the margin, 31 lengths, to race," said DiMauro. He Sanbedrin, who skipped 
blue and white-blocked silks line. become the ninth Triple showed me had a chance to the Preakneas, will rejoin 
best known and highest paid' 
soccer player. 
"It can get pretty nasty," 
says Jim Trucker, publicist 
for New York Cosmos, here 
to play Fort Lauderdale 
Strikers in a North 
American Soccer League 
me Wednesday _night. 
ecker says there are 
hundreds of requests fo~ 
Pele to make a personal 
appearance. 
"We had one request from 
someone who almost 
demanded that Pule address 
a group of eight or 10 
children," Trecker says. 
"From a business stand- 
point, that's absurd. 
"But people will tell us 
'your public relations tink 
or 'Pele's credibility will be 
completely destroyed' if he 
Crown champion. 
" Thid year Meadow Stable 
will be represented bySpirit 
Level, who is expected to be 
oue of six three.year-old 
thoroughbreds who will trY 
to foil the Triple Crown [~!.d 
of unbeaten and hesvi~ 
favored Seattle Slew. • 
Spirit Level has had only 
five starts, didn't win h l~ 
first race until April 11 and 
has raced farther than one 
mile only once-- that was 
his victorious l~-mile Peter 
Pan Stakes at Belmont Park 
• In 1973, Meadow Stable 
was represented ~ 
Secretariat, .who won 
1½-mile Belmont in record 
time, 2:24, and by a record 
of the Meadow Stable will be 
• carried in the Belmont 
Stakes Saturday for the first 
time in four years, and once 
again the Triple Crown 
'IN TERRACE 
Minor hockey decides 
on deposits for sweaters 
Minor lwckey rep team June I. 
coordinator Don Parr has "I'm just happy my horse 
asked that prospective rep ran decent enough to be in 
team coaches should con- the Belmont," trainer Steve 
DIMauro said Wednesday. 
tact him now so he can get a The bay sbn of 1964 
line on who is available for 
next season. President Cliff Bvlmont winner Quadrangle 
Sharples also announced out of Due Dilly did not race 
that Jack Stewart will be as a twoyear-old. "He was 
underdeveloped and we 
referee-in-obief and Harry wanted to give him time to 
Rogers will be ice manager 
for next ~eason. mature," said DiMauro. 
"There's no use abusing a
horse when he shows abil- 
ity." 
Spirit Level .got to the 
raceslast March 12, losing a 
six-furlong malden special 
at Santa Anita by 17 lengths. 
In his next start, also at six 
The new executive of 
Terrace minor hockey met 
recently to clean up .old 
business and formulate 
plans for the 1977-79 season. 
In addition to setting utp a 
registration date for this 
month, the executive also 
decided to charge a deposit 
for sweaters next season. 
The meeting was told that 
numerous sweaters had not 
been turned in and it was 
very difficult chasing them 
down. 
For next season, parents 
will have to pay a $10 deposit 
on receipt of their boy's 
team sweater. When the 
sweater is turned in at the 
end of the season, the $10 
will be returned. 
The executive also formed 
a committee of Bernie 
Selder, Cliff Sharpies and 
Bob Bingionl to investigate 
the purchase of a van orbus 
to use for out-of-town 
transportation. They 
decided to ease the ban on 
publication of minor hockey 
results.This year minor And four members of the 
hockey will publish game executive-Sharpies, Solder, 
scores and standings o f  Parr'and Len Hurrington 
house leagues. Scoring will be attending the 
statistics for house league B.C.A.H.A.. minor hockey 
will not, however, be meeti~igs in Vancouver |n 
published. September. 
School registration 
Swimming and gymn 
work will be included as 
part of the Terrace Minor 
Hockey School this summer. 
The school, which runs 
from August 22 to Sept. 1 
will be divided into three 
age categories and will 
accommodate a total of 108 
players. 
Registration will be held 
June 18between 1p.m. and 4 
p.m. at Clarence. Miobiel 
School along w i th  
registration for minor 
hockey. . 
Cost of the school for 
children seven and eight 
years of age is $30. For, 
players nine to 14 years, fees 
are $60. 
The youngest division will 
receive one hour of ice time 
per day, while the second 
and third group will be on 
the ice 3V~ hours per day for 
a total of 10 days. 
furlongs, he was beatenby 
nine lengths. "Those two 
races on the West Coast 
didn't deceive me," said 
DtMauro. "l.knew he had 
some class." 
Spirit Level Jus~ied his 
trainer's faith when he 
moved to New York, won by 
three lengths at six furlongs 
and by flu'ee lengths at a 
mile at Aqueduct. 
Next was ,he Peter Pan. 
"Going into the Peter Pan, I 
considered going into the 
Belmont if lie ran a good 
Haltof the registration fee 
can be paid June 18 and the 
rest at the time of the sh- 
cool. 
win the race (Belmont)." 
.in the Peter, Pan Spirit 
Level outdueled 3-to-5 
favorite Sankedrin, who was 
third in the Kentucky 
Derby, over the final eighth 
ofa ndle to win by a head in 
a ti~e of 1:491-5 under 114 
pounds, 12 less than he will 
have to carry in the 
Belmont. 
iI tHL crawls on toward merger with WHA 
MONTREA~P) -  today directed the fact- And while neither Camp- say what the number of complex that nobody can 
The National Hockey finding committee to con- bell nor Ed Snyder of teams voting against was," make up their minds right 
League 's  fac t f ind ing  tinue its work regarding Philadelphia Flyers, who is said Snyder. "But the fact- now. There are a number of 
possible expansion and to the mare man behind a finding committee wouldn't questions to be answered. 
investigate and consider the ' possible fusion with the have continued if it did not "I do not consider it to be 
various means by which WHA, would reveal what he lmvea solid expresssion to 
vote was to continue the continue. -Associ~ation has been given that might be accomplished, 
the green light to continue " sa id  NHL president committee's work, both said "I consider it a very 
its exploratory talks. Clarence Campbell after there was near-unanimous trong attitude towards 
"The National Hockey Wednesday afternoon's agreement, continuing negotiations but 
league board of governors sess ion . .  "I don't think I want to certainly the issue is so 
...but it won't solve all 
the problems says Dryden 
an expression towards '"Unlms you go in" that 
expansion, but I consider it direction you're not really 
tobe definitely not a rebuff answering the problems 
that exist." against it." 
There were indications 
earlier that the NHL Solder said he did not 
governors might be more Imow when his committee 
willing to accommodate would meet again with the 
some teams fro~u the other WHA but Pollock indicated 
league than first believed, it would be before the NHL 
Sam •Pollock, general governors meet in Chicago 
manager of Montreal . June 22. 
Canadiens, told a reporter. 
from La Presse that ff be 
were a reporter he "would 
write that many strides are 
being taken towards a 
merger." 
MONTREAL (CP) -- preliminary Urst step. Don;t final goal that will make "Unless you go in that 
Ken Dryden of Montreal accept theidea of a merger hockey more dahle, direction you're really not 
Canadiens, the National as the final impssee." "If you (owners)wantus answering the problems 
Dryden added that the to be interested in merger, that exist." 
the Ahite House in March to 
Jimmy 
"Pele is very well 
recognized everywhere ne 
goes," Garay says. "One 
time he had the day off so we • 
went to a beach in . 
California. We were walking ~/' 
on the beach and Pale had a ~,~ 
od, 
"They recognized .'his i~ 
legs." :.~i 
the chase of Seattle Slew In ~.~ 
the $150,000-added Belmont..~:~ 
Others Hsted as probables :.,.~i 
are Run Dusty Run, second ..~,~ 
in the Derby and third in the' .., 
Preakness; Iron Con- 
stitution, second in the ~ 
Presknoss; Mr. Red Wing, .~ 
making his Triple Crown :,:~. 
debut, and Hey Hey J.P.,. ~ 
seventh in the Preakness. 
Injuries plague 
U.S. golf classic 
M~.MPHIS; Tenn. 
(AP) -- George Burns has 
withdrawn and defending 
champion Glbby Gilbert and 
Canadian and U.S. Open 
king Jerry Pate, both 
bothered by injuries, 
remained questionable 
starters for today's first 
round of the $200,000 Danny 
Thomas-Memphis Golf 
Classic. 
Neither Gilbert nor Pate 
was expected to make a 
decision until momenta 
before their ecbedulod tee 
times for the first round of 
the chase for a 140,000 first 
prize. 
Gilbert suffered pulled 
ribcage muscles in the 
Kemper Open last week and 
withdrew after two rounds. 
He has been advised' by 
doctors to take slx-weeks 
eft. 
Pate, winner o f  the 
Phoenix Open that kicked 
the 1977 season, has 
played only twice in three 
months and not at all since 
the Masters. He's entered 
four tournaments since then 
but has withdrawn before 
pthetos.turt of pla~.~ch time. 
nas eeen Sleeunea wlni 
a pinched nerve in his neck. 
unbalanced scheduling an~ Pate, who last season 
movement of players compiled the gaudiest 
arotmdto help some of the rookie record since Jack 
weaker teams. Niddaus hit the tour in 1962, 
aPlct~e¢l...in National_ Golf Day 
vines menday and 
competed in this tour' 
nament's pro)am Wvd- 
ueeday. Buthlbpresenee in 
the tournament proper--his 
last chance for f warm-up 
prior to the clarence of his 
National Open crown-- 
won't be assured until this 
mornm. 
Burns, a consistent 
challenger still seeking his 
first pro title, asked to be 
excused from the tour-~-,' 
nament field. He offered no ,~;:~ 
reason for his withdrawal. ~ ~r~: 
Burns scored his second .... ~.~ 
r4 nnerup finish of the year :~,~:: 
]~t week in Charlotte,.N.C. :,;~, 
Tom Weiskopf, a con- ~::~: 
vincing winner last week ;!~ 
and often a streak player ,.J; 
who collects titles in bun- ") 
ches, remained the favorite ~.~ 
in the 156-man field that will 
test the winter-damaged, :
7,193-yard Colonial Country ,,~ 
Club course, i:.'.. 
A severe winter and ,:,~ 
following drought killed ~;~ 
much of the grass on the ~ 
course. Portions of the .7~ 
course were painted green ~:~ 
for the. benefit of former ~/! 
; presiden~Gera~l~o~,d~ wJ~,.,
playedin the l~'ro:ar//ev~ilt ~,.,:, 
Wednesday. For the tour- ~:i 
nsment proper, players will , .5 
be allowed to lift, clean and :,::: 
place balls in the fairway,. ,,-~ 
"I'm a great believer m 
good play Continuing," said 
Weiskopf. "I didn't come to 
Memphis to try to stay ,~ 
sharp for the U.S. Open. I ~,, 
came to Memphis to try to 
win." .~ :~, 
'•In addition to Weiskopf, .:~'~' 
other standouts include Ben ~ 
Crenshaw, Hale Irwin and ,~ 
Bruce Lietzke, twice a ':~ 
winner and twice a runner- ~:~ 
up earlier this year. ~:  
Also on hand are current '~:; 
British Open champ Johnny~ '.i..; 
Miller, PGA king Dave 
Stockton, South African .!./ 
Gary Player, four-time "~ 
Memphis winner Dave Hill, ::,~,. 
Don January, Al Geiberger," ':;" 
Chi Chi Rodriguez, Lou .,L 
Graham and 1977 winners ~, 
Danny Edwards, Ray / 
Floyd, Gary Koch, Gene '." 
Littler and Ed Sneed. '~': 
~ ,,~ 
NOTICE 
~ kes League's all-star oaltender, said Wednesday 
at the possibility of a 
merger with the World 
Hockey Association would 
not solve all the problems 
facing the NHL. 
"Consider it only as a 
NHL players associatiom 
has adopted an attitude that 
merger would have to be 
part of a larger package. 
The association has made it 
known that it will go along 
with the owners to reach a 
then you are also going to 
have to be interested in 
divisional realignment, 
unbalanced schedules and 
movement of players 
around to h~Ip some of the 
weaker teams, 
Removal of a kidney 
won't stop Tremblay 
QUEBEC " (CP) - -  latter stnges of his l2-season 
Dofenceman J. C. Tremblay career with the National 
of Quebec Nordiques has Hockey League Montreal 
d~cided to pursueins hockey Canadiens before he signed 
¢ reer despite removal of a with the Nordiques, con- 
dney during an operation cluded a flve)y~ar contract 
~st Friday. with the WHA champions 
The operation became this season. 
,ecesbary when doctors "I have informed myself 
/ound the 36-year-old (of the situation)," 
member of the World Tremblay said. "I can play 
Hoci~ey Association club hockey with one kidney and 
baddoveioped a tumor in maintain the same ef- 
the ~ , affected organ, ficiency--I am certain of 
Tremblay is currently this." 
convalescing and said The veteran defenceman 
during an interview he said be had lmown since last 
expects to be relca~i from March that the possibility of 
b~ta l  by the em~,of next a tumor in the kidney 
• - t.. . '  " existed, but the knowledge 
"'~mblay, Id led  by had not affected his play 
, ..' problems ~ the during the season and the 
successful conclusion of the 
seven-game playoffs which 
the Nordiques won against 
Winnipeg Jets. 
Tremblay, who plans a 
vacation trip to SwRerland 
in midJuly, said he does not 
think his illness will 'affect 
negotiations for a new 
contract, and he is not 
afraid to return to hockey 
with only one kidney. 
"Kidney injuries are very 
rare and we have adequate 
equipment for protection," 
he said. "The hardest part 
will be the next few weeks of 
total rest--total inactivity. 
"After that I will resume 
training by stages. I am 
optimistic." 
Dryden felt that final dis- 
cussions will occur when the 
owners and players 
association m~t  in Chicago 
June 23-24. 
"The owners will be 
senting what they have 
n able to arrive at and 
the plaiters will be there to 
respeno. 
I'm sure that if the 
players are responding to a 
proposal of merger, they are 
going'to be saying 'Hyou 
think that that's a good idea 
then that's fine, but, let's 
look .into all these other 
problems as well." 
"If we come to an 
agreement on that, then 
we'll be in favor of the whole 
thing." 
Steve Shutt, a .team-mate 
of Dryden, was on hand to 
accept agold puck for being 
selected as the all-star left 
winger. 
Shutt first reacted to a 
question on a .possible 
merger by langnmg and 
saying "we're going to have 
one expansion team and 
that's the Russians." 
In .Shutt's opinion, any 
possibility of a merger 
would be complicated 
because of legal problems 
that might evolve. 
Early in, the week, it ap 
peared there was little or no 
chanct the two leagues 
would get together. Harold 
Ballard, owner of the 
Toronto Maple Leafs, satd 
Monday there were at least 
seven teams opposed to a 
merger. 
Among the clubs he 
named were Boston Brulns, 
Buffalo Sabres and Colorado 
Rockies, but indications 
from officials of those clubs 
were that they were not 
automatically against an 
arrangement with the WHA 
and were keeping an open 
mind on the subjeot. 
However, there will not be 
any amalgaraation unless 
the 'powerful NHL players 
association agrees. The 
NHL owuemplayers council 
is to meet in Chicago June 
23-24. 
Ken Dryden, the NHL's 
allstar goaltender, said 
Wednesday the players' 
association has decided that 
merger would have to be 
part of a larger package. 
"H you (owners) want us. 
to be interested in merger, 
then you are also going to 
have to be interested in 
divisional realignment, 
OF ELECTION 
Public Notice is hereby given to the electors of School District No. 92" 
(Nlsgha) V!llage of Nasa Camp that I require the presence of the said 
electors at Nass Camp Community Centre on 9th day of June 1977 at the 
hour of ten o'clock In the forenoon, for the purpose of electing persons to 
represent them as School Trustee. 
The mode of nomination'of cendlates shall be as follows: Candidates 
shall be nominated in writing by two duly quallfle¢ electors of the School 
District. The" nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning Of. 
'ricer at any time between the date of this notice and noon of the day of 
• nomination. The nomination peper may be In the form prescribed in the 
Munlclpol Act, and shall state the name residence and occupation of the 
person nominated In such manner as to sufficiently Identify such can. 
ditate. The nomination paper shall be subscribed to by the candldate. 
In the event of a poll being necessary, such poll will be opened at Nasa 
Camp Community Centre on the lath day of June 1977 between the hours 
of 8a.m. to 8 p.m" of which every person is hereby required, to take notice 
and govern himself ac~ordingly. 
Glven Under my hand at Nass Camp thls I day of' June 1977 
Edmond Wright 
Returning Officer 
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!F inger  d . . W.il. .s fa e. Pearsefin.dtngsdtscusse 
pay5 ~ LtO~,  (a~dAP)the,ho,.~s Oit~anda~a~vh~.e:~ul~ne,e~s ~O:ns~e~ja~e~nh ~ S~eYS~v  t~row The year I had 76 
OOd--but what worries 
Fingers is whether 
ri~.t arm will hold up 
through one complete 
season with San Diego 
Padres. 
Fingers, the former 
bullpen star of the thr.ee- 
time World Series cnampson 
Fingers, summoned.  
Tuesday night for his 33rd 
relief role in 58 games, sat 
with his shoulder packed in 
ice .after the gam e . 
"The appearances aren't 
what counts," he said. "It's 
the number o/ pitches you 
Padres as 'a free agent last 
November, is one of 
baseball's highest paid 
relievers, financially secure 
under a five-year contract 
worth a reported $1.6; 
nil,lion. 
But if the Padres persist 
in using "him as frequently 
100 innings later, 
it's the same decision 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  One 
hundred innings ago, left- 
handed pitcher Frank 
Ferroni of Mill Valley, Calif. 
thought he was not reedy for 
professional baseball. 
So, instead of signing with 
Cleveland Indians when 
they drafted him last 
January, Ferroni enrolled 
at Central Arizona Jtmlor 
College in Coolidge, Ariz. 
Now, I00 innings later, 
Ferroni is faced with the 
choice again after being 
picked by Minnesota Twins 
as the No. I .selection 
Tueseay in the secondary 
phase of the draft. His col- 
lega coach, Ken Richardson, 
says the young soumpaw no 
longer needs to worry about 
BASEBALL ROUND(JP 
Houston drops 
three in a row 
Philadeiphi~i Phillies 
completed a three-game 
sweep of its National 
League baseball series ..wi~ 
Houston Astroa on woo- 
nesday night when Jay 
Johnstone broke.an 0-for-13 
slump with a fifth-inning, 
tworun homer that gave the 
Phi,lies a 3-2 victory over 
the Astres. 
Elsewhere in the National 
League, Los Angeles 
Dodgers beat Chicago Cubs 
44, Montreal Expos blaaked 
Atlanta Braves 6-0, 
Philadelphia phimes edg~ 
Homton Aftros 3-2, Cin- 
dunati Reds shut out New 
York Mets 5-0 and St. Louis 
Cardinals beat San Diego 
Padres 3-O. 
In the American League, 
Oakland A's nipped 
Cleveland Indians 3-2, 
Boston Red Sex shelled 
Baltimore Orioles I4-5, New 
York Yankees routed Mil- 
waukee Braves 9-2, Texas 
Rangers beat Chicago Wi0te 
Sex 6-I and Minnesota Twins 
beat Kansas City Royals 9-8 
in 10 innings. 
The Phiilies trailed 2-1 
starting the bottom of the 
fifth when Steve Carlton, 8- 
3, singled with one out. 
Garry Maddox forced 
Carlton for the s~cond out, 
bat Johnstone slammed a 
he over the right-field 
for his second homer 
of the season. 
Don Sutton limited 
• Chicago to  just three 
singles, before being ejected 
with one out in the eighth 
inning as the Dodgers 
defea6ed the Cubs in their 
raindelayed game. Los 
Angeles ee .red .three.runs in 
the first with me am oz a 
wild pitch and an error and 
added another in the eighth 
on Reggie Smith's 14th 
homer ot  the season. 
Sutton, 7-2, was ejected 
after Bill Buckner asked the 
umpires to look at the ball 
for a second time and the 
Standings 
• Dodger pitcher threw it into 
the dirt in front of third-base 
umpire Dick Stello. 
Steve Rogers ~threw a six- 
hitter as the Expos ran their 
winning streak to fiye 
games in blanking the 
Braves. Rogers, 8-4, 
stretched his scoreleas- 
inning string to:22 with his 
second shutout of the 
season. He leads the league 
in complete games with 
nine, innings pitched with 
117 and strikeouts with 90 
after fanning seven and 
walking three. 
Jack Blllingham pitched 
his first complete game of 
the season and George 
Foster had a three-run 
homer to lead Cincinnati 
"past ,the ~Mot~Ken~Reitz! 
drove in two runs on a 
double and a triple to pace 
the Cardinals over  San 
Diego. 
Butch Hobson's three-run 
homer capped an 11-run 
second inning for the Red 
Sox in their game with the 
Orioles• Boston sent 14 
hatters to the plate, and 
combined seven hits, a 
walk, a hit batsman, and an 
error for their .biggest in- 
ning of the season. 
The Yankees also had a 
big second inning, but it 
didn't match the Red Sex. 
New York scored five runs 
aga ins t  M i lwaukee  
highiigthed by home runs by 
Roy White, Reggie Jackson 
and Bucky Dent. 
Bert Blyleven got his first 
victory in the last six 
decisions as he pitched 
Texas past the White Sox 
with the help of homers by 
teammates Toby Harrah 
and Tom Grieve, .shile 
Larry Hlsle's 10th-inning 
homer, his second of the 
night, gave Minnesota its 
victory over Kansas City. 
In late games, Detroit was 
at Seattle and Toronto at 
California. 
bei/tg preps'red for the pros. 
"He's ready to go out and 
play," said l~hardson. ':He 
could come back, but one 
more yexr at this level 
really won't help him 
much." 
Ferroni, 18, was 8-4 with a 
2.79 earned-run averpge in 
16 games for Central 
Arizona. He struck out 95 
batters and walked 54 in the 
100 innings he pitched. 
"He's a strong, stocky- 
type kid," said Minnesota 
scout Jess Fleres, Jr., who 
has been watching Ferroni. 
"His speed and curve ball 
are exeeptional. He has 
good stuff with exceptional 
control." 
All of the seoondary-round 
selections were players who 
were drafted previously but 
did not sign. After com- 
pleting the secondary phase, 
the 26 clubs returned to the 
regular phase of the draft 
which had started on 
Tuesday when 338 players 
were selected in 13 rounds. 
Montreal won the draft's 
persistence award. The 
Expos, picking 10th, 
selected outfielderthird 
basc~an Kalvin Adams, a 
team-mate of Ferroni's at 
Central Arizona. 
The ironic part of the 
choice is that Montreal also 
appoarauces (1974) I felt gbod The year before that, By Dieter Wagner tion herd contained about commented on some club property and available on 
when I pitched in fewer Kitlmat Rod and Gun 400ofthem. They have been activities: request. By contrast, our 
mes with more inn s. I Association closed to hunting since 1915 "To the Williams Lake POliticians believe that ing.  ~cl~'t. I getup around 135 to . • and since the 1950 s have club for turning Jackson's virtually all information is 
140 innings and l start This ssa report from the beenlive trappedand sent o Hole from a debris-clogged secret. 
r,~uno t ired" 21st annual convention of ranges in the Northwestern, area of desolation into a Last January, for in- 
• ~:--o . the B.C. Wildlife U.S. where they had become sparkling lake; to the stance, a film produced by 
!l~rouah Tuesday night's Federation• • extinct. Several states now Kamloops Club for its the National Film Board for 
game, h~had pitcmed 55 1-3 .. have. small but thriving ongoing battle to protect the Environment Canada at a 
innings, with nearly two- There was a 'pane~ popmauons. AS a resmt, Thompson River, now used cost to taxpayers of ~0,000 
thirds of the season left. 'discussion on the subject there are today about 3,200 as a sewer by the City of was suppressed by Ottawa. 
, "Impact of Recom of them Kamloups and Weyerhauser Astoundingly, the sup- 
While i t  lasts, Fingers . " ' 0 ears • ...~.~ o,~ ~, n,m, ialn~ mendahons of Pearse For nearly I0 y , Pulp and Paer; to" the pression was defended by 
.~.. . '~.~='"'~'oo~7" "~;,~. Report".  Participants on however, the junction herd Victoria Club for its par- Environment Canada 
, . '~ ,~rm"~" '~ '~' nda  the panel: repr~enting the hove r~i on .the br ink of ticipation in the fry reaaring Minister Romeo LoB,ant. 
. . . . . .  o .__ .4 __yes a oz ~_, ,~,ora coastal forest inoustry - A. disaster Decause andfeeding projects on the And what was the dreadful 
. . . . . . .  • , Brookman Anderson of overgrazing by domestic Goldstream River; to the production from which we 
"He'sdone a super job,' Rayonier Canada Ltd.; of livestock. I. still remember Sparwoed and Fernie Clubs had to be shielded? Deep 
says pitching coach R~er  Decker Lake Forest the April when 1,550 cattle for their continuingbattle o Throat? Bare Bosums at 
Craig. "I 've seen a mc ~ Products; representing the were turned loose to com.- protect the Wildlife of Botany Bay? An issue of 
great relief ~.itchers, anu Fish and Wildlife Branch - pate with the sheep, we Wigwam Flats from the National secrecy? It was 
be's the best Ive ever seen. Alan Eddie; the were able to finally get the i rresponsible logging none of these. It was called 
lie's strictly a power pit- representative from the land placed under the practices of Crows Nest Forecast for Survival and 
cber, like AI Hrab.osk.y: He B.C. Forest Service was management oftheFishand Industries and the Cabin showed the consequences of 
hasgreatcommanuo~mree miseing, apolitiealdecision Wildlife Branch and gra .z.ing Creek area from strip un oil splll at Cherry Point in 
pitches and great con- as it was pointed out. The controlled, so that the ~m- mining; to the Spruce City. Washington• It was finally 
fidenee in himself." views on the report werenot mediate peril has dissp- Club for spending aria released, hut the dictorial 
. . . . .  unanimous but in overall neared. However, the erecting at least 20 signs, attitude of politicians who 
_ l~gers, wnose ..An~encan acceptable, bighorn's future is still not each 4 x 4 bearing our Oh- imposed this censorship is 
.l~gtle_ aceompl~z, ments The problems that con- assured. The land is still serve.Record-Report unacceptable." 
mcmded 136 saves m rune • . . . .  esmed the delegates were nf under Crown control, which message; to the Mission The executive director 
seasons, seems to like S~.,^..~ ~ . . . . .  ~ . , , . .o -  regional, provincial and means it can be mined or Club for its stand against Bill Otway's report oald 
more national origin. It was otherwise alienated. To Daon Corporation which much the same, and also 
• • heartening to see that the assure survival .of the sh~p wants build a strata-title pointed out some real 
"I think the hitters are Revelstoke Dam and the the land must De DrOUght housing development on the progress made: Pollution 
more aggressive over here. ..Kitimat.Pipeline were on un.der dir~.t, control of the flood plain of Silverdale control at the ARea Copper 
They're swishing more at toe mind oz every oelegam " Finn .anG.. w.~ome, uranc.n: Creek to the Courtenay Club Smelter, saving the famous 
th~.~ ~trikes In  the and guestandnotonly those "~e name xo achieve uns for being the first to suc- Koutensy rainbow trout in 
~deanLengue,  youused direcilyaffected. Donations objective continues, and is cessfullycompleteaprojeet G rrard River, degeating 
to have to get the call for a large and small to fund one of the many issues in under the salmonid bill C-83 the infamous gun 
strikeout ""  further investigation of the which your F..ederation has Enhancement Program; h~ contt'ol bill, and the 
' , problem came from every ueen engageo me past year. the Port Cequitlan Club for Federation experiencing 
F ingers  s remarks  comer. The Federation nas continuing with un- exceptional growth. 
followed a three-inning The speechof the outgoing published a booklet on Wild diminished vigor - even It would take many more 
scoreless stint, his second in president Art Downs, Rivers and we were after 21 years - its fight to pages to go into more or all 
two nights, in which he held publisher of the B.C. Out- promised Wild Rivers prevent the Coquitlam of what happened at the 
St. Louis Cardinals hatless to doors magazine, opiated out Legislation in a throne River from being used as a convention and still it would 
mop up a 9-5 San Diego several exam£1ea of in- ___speech by. .PTem~i~re~. ] sump for gravel tailings and be impossible to convey the 
triumph, justices to wildlffe and to the we are still wm rag. y. many more." enthusiasm and vigor 
• outdoors by "politiCs" eg.: contrast, the U.S. now has Then a' few words on present here and it seems 
"You throw a lot in the 473 miles of Wlld Rivers, 394 freedom of information: at many of the Clubs arotmd the province. To become 
miles of Scenic Rivers and part of this spirit join your. 
local Red and Gun Club. We 
bullpen, too," he pointed "The struggle to protcct a
out. "I got a couple of days band of comparatively rare 
off before we came in, but if California bighorn sheep. In 
I was to throw tomorrow I the mid-1950's there were 
probably wouldn't feel so only .1,785 of these animals 
good." in the world and the June- 
364 miles of Recreation 
Rivers, for a total of 1,231 
miles of protected water- 
ways." 
He (Art .Downs) then 
"The u.s. has a Freedom- 
of-Information Act based on 
the premise that virtually 
all information obtained by 
government is public 
want the support of every 
environmentally oriented 
and conservation or nature 
lover. 
|1  
drafted Adams as the over- 
all No. 1 selection last torcyclist challenges p X~ailure to sign 'him the flrat~! :': '/ 
"time' arotmd did not dis: ...... 
suade the Expos in their 
pu~uit of Adams. Ottawa--about 7,000 ' projected time at $1 an hour/ Halifax, North Sydney, N.S., His goal is to arrive in all. 
usual, Miami Dade TORONTO" (CP) --  John to _ ints Junior College's various MeIntyre decided last year, miles--to prove two po . up to a maximum of 10 and St. John's, Nfld., before the cities ahead of the 
branches provided a on a whim, to motorcycle He wants to beat a hours, returning to Ottawa and mailed letters, obtain the 
favorite shoppi~ area on across Canada in record predicted Ume of 195 hours The second goal-he feels getting Prime Minister necessary signature and 
the first roundw~th four so, time. He made the 4,000- for the trip that will cover this will he the easier of the Trudeau's ignature, depart.for his next stop. 
first mile run from Vancouver to most of the major cities in two--is to beat the national p/a , ,  
lections.hascman.eatcherThey wereAurelio Halifax in about 50 hours, all provinces along the pestal sys tem.  Hockey yer a, uitted 
Cadahia, chosen by This year the 27.year-old Truss-Canada Highway• Letters, identical to the 
Philadelphia; dghthanded, motorcycle salesman has a The reason? The Big goodwill one he will .be la er Ken 
Bueckert of Prince George was acquitted of assault Wed- pitcher Byron Ballard by much more ambitious Brother organizaf ions carrying on the non-stop DAW ON CREEK, B.C. (CP) - Hockey p y 
New York Yankees; right- project. He has prepared his across the country are oat ride tebe signed formauy en needay in provincial court after the judge rul.ed .Buec~fe~ 
• handed pitcher Vic Waiters Kawasaki Express for a colrsctlng pledges for the route by the mayors of each 
by Houston; and catcher reeerd run from Vancouver ride haned on the namber of city, will go through the actions were not intentiona~ uut eccurreo in me nesc o! 
Rodolfo Aria by Seattle. toSt.John's, Nfld., and bank haurs Joha can undercut the regular postal system the moment. same day he leaves the West Bueckert was charged after an altercation wi~ Dawson 
, Creek player Bob McInnis after Mclnnis l~W.l.en over .me 
star Prince George goalie during a t,eace-~arlboo ,Junior A t kills t Coast•Besizes • cciden rack  cancouver, he Hecke Lea ue ameOct 16 plans to obtain official Y g g ' • 
-*'*natures in Kamloo,,s McImfls testified that while down on the ice, Bu.~k.ert 
SHARBOT LAKE, Ont was just a great guy to be national meets• ~ Medicine Hat Al~ ' struckhimonthebackoftheneckWithhlssticzandmeot° 
,~  "v*'~ ,,h~ more "~o-nd " " Ranked Canada's No. 1 . . . .  , ' " " es  ~,~-, -- - . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  . • Regina, Winnipeg, Thunder gouge his ey . , 
tragic because of the human Buchanan, 21, was killed long 3umper, he set a native Bay, Sanit Ste Marie, Sud- Defence lawyer David Jenkins said Bueckert s actions 
being involved," track Tuesday when his ear record 7...91.me~.es (2,5 feels, bury, Toronto, Belleville were retaliatory. The lawyer also said a cardinal rule in 
coach Andy Higgins said collided with a tractor- 11½ incnes~ at me uzymp c and Cornwall, Ont, Man- hockey is not to hit an opposing oaltsnder and when such 
Wednesday ofthe death in a trailer on Highway 7 near trials in Montreal last year. bec Ci ~ Monc- an incident happens, retaliation is expected. 
car accident of Jim this community, about 50 He was ac_coml~.~edT~ ~ ~,eal,~Q~e n oh~L~tYn'ttotown The Crown contended Bueekert's actions were beyond the 
Buchanan, ho!der of the fi~iles west of Ottawa. the~ripzromToronmoy'z' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  of fair -is-- 
Canadian men s long jump He~,as  travelling to his Ronet, a graduate student ,, nounns P Y" / 
'rec, ord. home in Ottawa to undergo and volleybnil eoach at the [The P r i o e  Company Limited[ He had a hell of a sense fitness tests prior to lea~ng University of Toronto. 
ofwhohewas, whatlifewas next week on a tour of Ronet was admitted to 
about," said Higgins, who Europe where he was to Kingston General Hospital 
coached Buchanan. "Jim compete at several inter- with undetermined injuries. 
Soupy now looking for job 
AmErican L~Sgue 
By THE CANADIAN PI~ESS East 
National League W L Pet. GBL 
East New York 31 24 .~1 - -  
W L PcI. GBL Baltimore 29 24 .547 I 
HAMILTON (CP) -- For from the No. 2 position rind since I'll be ready to go in 
the first time in several that forces you to work a the first game." 
years, Jerry (Soupy) little harder, be more alert Campbell's chances of 
Campbell finds himself and con~ntrate a bit gaining a position could be 
having to expend his full more," says the 3Z-year-old enhanced i| coach Bob Shaw 
energies in trying to win a Campbell. 
job as a linebacker. • 
CMCmgO 32 19 .627 -- Boston 29 24 .547 1 eontinuea with the system 
Piflsburgh 29 21 .$80 2Vz Milwaukee 27 29 .~2 4,/2 "You do  a little more he used last season--four 
St. Louis 30 23 .$fi6 3 Cleveland 23 26 .~9 S Campbell wasa Canadian hustling. You can't save linebackers behind three 
Philadelphia 29 23 .558 3V2 Detroit 22 29 .~1 7 Football League all-star for yourself. You've got to go defensive linemen. 
Monweal 23 28 .451 9 Toronto 21 31 .404 SV2 eight straight seasons at full out all the time. Others in the Ticata camp 
New York 22 31 .41S 11 West Ottawa before the Rough "During those years at seekingllnebackerpositions 
Writ Minnesota 33 21 .611 -- Riders gave up on him last Ottawa Pd go to camp to are veterans Kent Clark, 
Los Angeles 37 lS .673 -- Chicago 29 23 .55s 3 year. Now he's trying to work myseH into shape. Sam Britts and Gall Clarke 
Cincinnati 26 26 .500 9V2 Texas 26 24 .520 5 San Francisco 2S 30 .455 12 Oakland 16 27 .491 6V2 earn a ~position with This year, though, I came to and newcomers John 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats. camp in shape. And if I Martini, Larry Brame, Sld 
San OI1,11o 26 33 441 13 California 26 26 .S00 • 6 "I'm fighting for a' job make the team I suppose Smith and Rich McClure. 
Houston 22 33 .400 15 Kansas City 2S 27 .481 
Atlanta 2O 35 ,.357 17V~ Seattle 23 3s .397 1~ it'll be that much better 
Who says jocks are dopey? 
A..Despres B. Harvey 
The appointments of Mr. Andre Despr.es as Director of Pensions and Employee 
Benefits and of Mr. Bonoit Harvey as tnrector of Public Relations are announced 
byMr.. A. A .  Labr eq ue ,Chairman of the .B°ard of The Price Company Limited.. , , 
A native of Quebec City, Mr. D espros l.s a ~radnste of..Laval U~versity inosocl~, ' ! 
and economic sciences. Mr. De~pres wno has pee.n wl.tn t'nce x.or more m..an ~,~ 
years brings to his new post considerable admmistrauve expermnee, netamy u. ~; 
the fields of~management-employee relations and public relations. Mr. Despre~ 
l~s been a Price representative on.several speci.al.commltt~s of!~,_C~_~.dlan , 
Pulp and paper industry. He was wrector oz t-uoue relauons unto nm new up- 
polntment. 
A native of the Saguenay-Lake St; John region where be was a newsman for a 
number of years, Mr. Harvey has a!so been on the editorial staff of "Le soleil", in 
Quebec City, both as a parliamentary correspenaem ana a report on economic 
affairs. He brings to his new post at Price a diversified experience, having beeri n 
charge of public relations for a large Canadian corporation, prior to his having 
been appointed Director of Communications forthe Quebec Government Finance 
Department. 
Both Messrs. Despres and Harvey will be located at the bead office of Price in 
Quebec City. 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) - are not the stuif a sporting More than 31 per cent of students involved in sports .caches who warn the  
Remember the jock from type ismadeof,  the athletes graduated, are younger than the athlete to hit the booha or'be 
school, real dopey guy with The study, done in her compared with 19.4 per cent average university student, struck off the tesm, the 
tennis balls for brains? spare time, took more than of the general student body. carry full academic loads professor said. 
• And all he ever did was a year to compile. Results "Teaching as a career has and are more likely to She added that good 
sweat and chase showed athletlc students been chosen by these graduate than students in health may encourage 
cheerleaders'? have just as much brain as students athletes in much general, better academic per- 
You just may be wrong brawn, the same numbers as in the 
about he brains behind the Full-time male students general student body," she "They are comparable in formance, but said that is 
athlete, however, because participating in team sports said. terms of academic grades only speculation. 
the irnage of the dumb have a grade point average "All students, 17.7 per and apparently select their ,~s fir the female athletes, 
athlete has always annoyed of 2.38 compared with 2.42 cent, and athletes, 15.4 per courses and areas of study she said there is less social 
Simon Fraser University for all male attending the cent, had completed their in much the same way as pressure on them to com- 
SFU Prof. Lolita Wilson. university. Female athletes teacher certification by other students," she said. plete courses. If they are 
She has tackled the files scored the highest at 2.69, December, 1975." Reason for the athletes' not doing well, they are 
on male and female athletes compared with 2.78 for all ATHLETES YOUNGER high academic standing more likely to drop out than 
to test the theory that braine females attending SFU. She found that over-all, might be because of the the average male. 
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1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting helcl 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, caledon'Is High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
phone 635.7356. (cff) 
Thornhllt Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1020, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
Held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-Mt4h (cff) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at F 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847 or635-2023... ......... 
" ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
631.1021 
635-7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be  
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
retrace, B.C. 
Parems 
in Crisis 
Are you maklng your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confldontlah Phone Mary or 
John - 635.6419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For" 
further Informatlon phone 635- 
3~i9. 
.MeetUng -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O,R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) . 
Second and Fourth /~day  of 
Month. 
St. Mat;hews A.C.W. have 
chosen Sat. Nov. 26 as the date 
for their annual Xmes bazaar. 
Put your skills as a housewife 
Into earnings. A Professional 
Homemakers course will be 
hold In Terrace. 
Register Now 
For further Information call 
kU41~S 
161 Terrace Cub's Father end 
Camp~ut to take place 
June 10.12th at Klnsmen's 
Camp on Lakelae Lake. 
Reminder to all parents to 
return consont forms to  Russ 
Mercer or Rod Cameron es soon 
M poeslble. For further in- 
formation or to volunteer your 
MIp phone Collette Newman 
63,5-2766. 
8. Card of Thanks 
The Family of the late 
Jossphlne Nash who passed 
away May 2nd would like to 
express their thanks to Dr. G. 
Hedge, the nurses and staff of 
Mills Memorial Hospltel and 
the Public Health Nurses who 
helped to make Mre. Nesh os . 
cornforteble as passible. To 
Rev. Lewis for his thoughtful 
words at the family service In 
McKays Chapel and to all our 
friends and relatives a special 
thanks for vlslte, cards & 
flowers. 
Fred & Marllyn Mash 
Brock, Jesale Norlur9 
14. Business Personal 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. "Land. 
soaping, backfilling, stump: 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' .Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle troller. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
I_,:tfl 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 souctE 635.2150 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dfyers~ 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
! 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 
Evenings. 635.456S days. (ctf] 
I I I 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Bex 571 
or phone. 
635-3689 
..... Tereace,  B.C, 
' . , , .  , 
(ct f l  
ABLE EL~ECY~,IC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
treat ing.  Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5076or 638.1231. (ctf) 
[ IIII I r" I I - - -  
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Par ts  & Auto  
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs .  
Amer ican  and Import!  
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638-1710 
(;olden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
Jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5876 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
Manager required for 
Terrace Dairy Queen Brazier 
restaurant. ExporlenFe helpful 
but not necessary. PIBase apply 
in person between 2 and 4 p.m. 
at 4532 Lakelse. (cff) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4. 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Tax - 635.2242. (ctf. 
Teacher needs babysitter for 
s year old. 1 hour a day, In 
Parkslda School area, In Sept. 
6311.1520. (p.12) 
24. Situations Wanted 
-WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
• landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rote-filling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(ctf) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
Far~ellservlcofor Rev. Don TEIIIILCE 
m June 19, 11:00 at Itmox " ' ~ ~ Z ~ E N T  
. ' n  at noon. IP- 
SALES 
• sale at 4733 WilSon ~ L ~  
.. e 11. Saturday, 10am. 
you'  m shape. 
PaRrlCIPgtTlOrl 
I re  C e"aO,4,',mo,,e'nent ,o, p ~sone l , t~t t$  
1~'~L in your hear t  )'ms I~ '  i t ' s  r ip~l .  
635-6384 o,. , .  Tem, ce 
33. For Sa le .  Misc. 
Bendix Au,omatlc washer. 
IL~O, 635.3750. (p-5) 
33. For Sa le .  Misc. 
For Sale. Living Room 
Furniture consisting of couch, 2 
chairs and Ottoman, coffee and 
2 end tables and • green and 
rust carpet approximately 
12](16 ft. Full price 5800 er will 
sell separately. 635-3261, (p.8) 
1 Brentwood 12-14 cu. yd. 
Dumpbox. 1975 mobile hoist- 
pump and P.T.O. $3200. Phone 
635.2789• (c-12) 
For Sate: NCR Cash Regldter, 8 
department total, recon. 
ditloned, very rellable'type'of 
machine. Winderland C,d~erel 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635-4636. d f  
Boating 
r2"14 ft Spartepal 
Trailer Equipment 
1 complete H.D 5th wheel trailer 
Hook.up 
1 complete Electric 6rake 
Control System 
Extra 
1 Tokal TC-1001 SSB.AB CB 
Radio 
1 Tokal MIc 
1 Turner Mt 2U MIc 
1 Turner Kicker Antenna 
1 Tonco Model 3016 Speaker 
Horn 
1 Rsallstlc DX.160.S Band Solid 
State Receiver 
1 Blnks Model 414 Industrial Air 
Compressor 
160 lb. 35 Gfm. Comnetky 
Rebuilt 1 HI 
,140V- 3PH.3HP. V Fram motor. 
Phone 635-9371. (C.7,O) 
"Caners" Jumbo Acoustic 
Guitar $25, Ha Scale Electric 
Train Set, 9 cars, 25' track $25, 
Flunrescont Desk. Lamp with 
magnlflor $15, Ch 3, S bar, 
Outdoor T.V., Antenna & 12' 
mast S15, Rock Tumbler Kit $10. 
Phone 635.9649. (p~,7,8 
Flowerlng almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees.& berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
e0ergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in "l'errace. Open~ 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Men. to Sat., 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
Spot cash for Used Furn,tUr( 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
For Sale 14' fiberglass boat 
with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further In- 
formation call 635.4708 after S 
pm• (I)-10) 
For some realbargains in used 
women's and children's 
clothing, household Items and 
toys see the selection et the 
KItimat Workshop at 660 W. 
.Columbia St. at Riverlodge 
Open 9 to 4 week 
days...donations welcomed.' 
(ctf) 
SELL ING 
Hay - -  Straw 
Western & 
English Tack 
Grooming Equ ipment  
635-5617 
(ctf 
"WE'VE MOVED" 
~ueensway Trading has moved, 
ock,' stock & barrel, to the 
FurnltureStell 3215 Kelum St., 
Terrace. 
Our stock of quality used fur. 
nlture, appliances, glass, brass, 
sliver, antiques and guns Is 
heifer than ever. 
We Invite you'to come In "ant 
browse. We're open six days a 
week, from 10 tll 6, and 10tll 9 o~ 
Fridays. 
We'll buy or trade anything ot 
value. We'll also swap books. B( 
sure to ask us about our hom~ 
delivery. 
QU E E NSWAY 
TRADING 
NOW 
3215 KALUM ST. 
TERRACE 
PHONP 638.1613. 
;r.ce Skeena Fore~;,t/Pi;oduds 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to '3 p.m, X. 
marked • $20 per 1000 Ixl. ft. 
Economy • $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Refrldgeratlon. Pastry case, 
refrldgeratlon, dairy case. 
Write to Box 570, Stewart B.C. 
( p-3,~.',,7,8 ) 
37. Pets 
For sale - Registered Morgan 
Stallion. Solid Government 
breeding. Broke to saddle and 
harness. First $1700.08 or best 
offer by June 301h. Jim Hurst • 
9207 . 108th Avenue, .Fort St. 
John, B.C. V1J 2P7, Phone 785- 
50~8 (c.8) 
Good home wanted for 1 yr old 
spayed female (St. Bernard. 
German Sheperd). Has had 
shots, loves children. Phone 635. 
3064 effer 6 pro. 3935 Hagen St. 
(p l l )  
38 Wanted -Misc. 
Wanted to buy; Jackplne logs. 
Phone 635.2603. (elf) 
Wanted, • rear end for 68 
Mercury i/~ ton. Phone 638-8276. 
(ctf) 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Met~ 
cruiser. Inboard.outboard; 1
year old. ~2 hours. Call 635.6636. 
(ctf~ 
48. Suites for  Rent 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  - Cour l  
Apartments.  Office No 
2-4611 Scoff. One, tw( 
and three  bedroom 
apartments.  
635-5224 
--One and two bedroom fur- 
nished or unfurnished duplex 
for rent. Phone 638.8286 or 635- 
7027. (p.7) 
Basement suite. 3 bedroom. 
Frldge and stove Included. Rug 
In living room. Phone 638.1346. 
Available immediately. (p.6,7) 
I 
Duplex with carport; full 
basement; close to town and" 
schools. Phone, anytime 635. " 
5233• (p.6,7) 
" ! "  - , i  
49. Homes for Sale 
Private Sale 
Small boat, traitor and 9.5  3 bedroom home on bepch. 
H.P. motor. Also 9,000 Am. 75'x120' fully landscaped lot. 
basaador fishing reel. 1954 Full basement has flnishedrec. 
Bobslon Road. (p.8) 
For sale: one 14 ff run about, 
one 16 ff run about, both with 
trailers, and canopy to fit crew 
cab pick.up. Phone 635.5572 or 
635.3032. 
For sale; 14' fiberglass boat 
with trailer 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further in. 
formation call 635.4708 after 5 
pro. (p-S) 
41. Machinery for Sale 
For sale 1969 Hayes Dump 
Truck; 14 wide; 318 motor, 4.5~ 
trans; 38,000 rear ends; 85 
percent rubber. 1000x22. 
$16,500. Ready to go. Phone Bill 
at 5-2789. 
room. Carport, patio, garden, 
feni:ed back yard. 635.9794 to 
view. 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house 
with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
Low taxes, near school. Priced 
to sell at $26,500. Phon3 635.2806. 
(p-0,9,10,11,12,13,14) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping,  
workshop and much more. Try. 
your offer. 638.1790. (ctf) 
1974 Cougar 2 D.HT; P.S; 
P.B; P.W; 400 Automatic; very 
good condition. 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Private entrance near town. 
Sleeping room for rent, extra 
room for cooking. Everything. 
supplied. Bathroom for your 
own convenience• Reasonable 
rent. 635.4013. (ctf) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For rent 3 bedroom house. 
Close to town. Available, July 1. 
635.7318 or 635.7261. (o7,8) " 
48. Suites for Rent 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
unite, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates L~y 
dayor week. Non.drinkers onl~'. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom apartments 
security enterphone. Phone 
638-1032 
or 
636-4321 
1 bedroom furnished suite 
Close to town. 635.7318 or 636. 
7261. (c-7,8) 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suite. Frldge and stove, can. 
;rally located. No pets. 635.947h 
(aft) 
For rent 12x63, 2 bedroom 
trailers. Fully furnished. $200 
and $225 per month. No 
animals, phone 635.2482 In 
Thornhlll. (p.7,8) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635-70.56 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
'sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(elf) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for  
famillee. $250 per month. 6. 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
.4530 Scott. (elf) 
i . . . .  , I % 
Accommodation to rent for 
single person on the bench. Own 
private bedroom and share 
remainder of large house. 
Phone Dave at 635.5250 
evenings. (p.8) 
For rent July I. 2 bedroom 
apartment In 4 plex on Soucle. 
Frldge and stove, Reference 
required. Phone 635.5213 (ctf) 
51. Business Locations 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
"1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smeller areas available. 
635.4636 
Manage!" 
(eft)" 
55. Property for  Sale 
Industrial property for sale or 
trade for farm. 23.5 acres 
cleared, close to railroad and 
town. Phone IM7.20e6, Smlthers. 
(p*9) • 
$6. Business Oppnrtunity 
For Gale:. Older rental unit .to. 
sale. Four 2 bedroom S~i~,es. 
Good location. Priced to ~iell. 
PhOoe 635-9471. ( st f) 
# 
57, Automobi les 
lm Ram. cherger, 4 wheel 
drive. Fully loaded with 
everything except tilt steering 
wJ~sal and Ac. $9000 or beat 
offer. For more information call 
635.2738. (p.7) 
For sale. 1976 Pontlec Ven- 
ture. S J• P.S, P.B., Low 
mileage. Bucket seats. 
Automatic. Stick shift. Phone 
635-6381, 635-3229 after S. (p-8) 
1972 Toyote Cellca; 4 speed; 
power assisted brakes; radio; 
tach; good clean condlton; 
$1650, or offers. Ph. 635.3470. 
.Party, for women 
TOKYO (Reuter) -- 
Male chauvinism in Japan 
will have difficulties ff the 
country's first political 
party completely comp~ed 
of women wins just a few 
seats In July's upper house 
elections. 
Misaka Enoki, whe 
o founded the Japan Women's 
Party in March, has said her 
candidates will learn karate 
to deal with unsympathetic 
parliamentarians of the 
UP~.ts sex• 
. Enoki has led her 
~erty members, nicknamed 
helmets, against 
the offices of errant 
husbands to force them to 
pa alimony. 
~he told journalists 
recently that the party will 
field about 10 candidates for 
election to the 252-seat 
upper house. 
"They will inflict karate 
chops on those who present 
bills unfavorable to women 
or who make remarks 
humiliating to the fair sex," 
she said. 
The Diet (parliament) 
now has 10 women in the 511- 
seat lower house aod 18 in 
the upper house, lO of whom 
are running fur re~lectien. 
Mrs. Enoki, who will not 
run in the ele~Uon but will 
(elf) supervise the campaign, 
asfd elocted pink helmets 
For Sale: 1976 Okanagan may forelbly occupy the 
Camper and 197.4 Chev P-U.wlth house president's seat when 
4.54 CID engine• "must be sold necassary. 
as one unlt.'" Reduced for quick She said the objective of 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramer 5t. after 6 pm. (elf) 57. Automobiles 
her party was to achieve 
women's supremacy in 
Japan by the end of this 
century, ending Japanese 
chauwnism wh~cn has 
lasted about 5,000 years. 
"Our first task is to get 
parliamentary seats te 
revise the civil code to the 
advantage of women" she 
said. "We'll eventually grab 
a majority and take over 
power, then we'll extend our 
helping hands to o~e.r male- 
dominated eoumrles, in 
industrialized society, the 
vower of muscles is no 
longer a merit. Women have 
more tenacity and adap 
lability than men." 
To set up the party, Mrs. 
Enoki persuaded her doctor 
husband to borrow $56,000 
from a bank, using their 
houses as collateral. An- 
nouncing the party's 
creation last March, she 
said her husband had 
agreed to borrow the money 
on condition that if the deb~ 
was not paid by the end of 
July she would divorce 
either him or women's 
liberation. 
68. Legal 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
FOR SALE.BYTENDER 
ONE ONLY BURROUGHS L300 
,~inl Computer bookkeeping 
machine with three (3) operable 
programs, can be used as • 
remote terminal. 
Tenders to be in writing, In • 
• sealed envelope marked 
"TENDER TO BURROUGHS 
4 bedroom house; full for you. 
basement; 4 blocks from CopperMounfeln 
downtown; 1 block from Enterprises Ltd. 
primary schools. Fireplace; 632.4373 
fenced back yard; green housef DL 0060SA off 
garden area. 635.2667. View 
4640 Welsh. (c-5,6,7,8) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home:end 12K56 
complete addlflon c~n~Inlng 3 best offer of over $500. Phone 
bdrms., flreplace & wall td •wall 635-3772 
carpet on i/2 acre on school bus (p-8) 
run. Fenced and landscaped, . . . .  
green house, chicken house 68 Auston 1100. Gnea runnlng 
complete wlth chlckens, •large ¢ondltl~. $~ ._19.70 Triumph: 
garden area,lmall fruits, berry uonnevelle. ~ in excollent 
bushes and frult trees. Open to condltlon. Phone635.2356. (p-8) 
all reasonable offers. Call 635. 1974 Ford ~ ton camper 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and special. Low mileage. 1976 
weekends. (stf) G.M.C. ~ ton, 4x4, Low 
mileage. Phone 5-2537. (c.8) 
I 1 :  FOR.SALE 
$ wdrmm family home on hem 1973 Ford crew cab. i973 Ford 
and 4m-third acres. Bame~d 3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f.108, 
small panabode. Garden plM. 1972 Datsun pick.up• Call 635- 
View at .4213 Sp4ilk$ St. 6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
or phone (elf) 
¢Ik5.~0 after 51).m. 1 . Muncle M21 4-Speed C-W 
Shifter like new. Also Items for 
, small block Chev. 635-6828. (p 
For Rent: Ground floor cam- 5,6,7,8) 
merclal or office space. ~ 1975 Datsun S.W. 
Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (ctf) 1973 Mazda S.W. 
Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 1972 Skldoo 
acreage, fireplace, garage, 
shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer hook-up. Will and stool 
give references. Please phone 40 Gallon hot water tank. 
635-6357 and leave name end 
number. (stf) . phone 635-5970, ~(IO-7) . 
Would llke to buy a 3 bedroom PRICED FOR QUICK 
house or trailer - with lot - will SALE 
~t  $1,008 down. Phone 635.7522. 
(o8) 1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 
FORSALE: dump truck in good running 
3 bedroom modular home, condition. 
Full basement on 2 acres 635-7838 
$34,900 elf. 
Phone 635.3469 
or 
679.3961 197"7 Rem. Charger. 4 wheel 
(ctf. Ju, Jul) drive. Fully loaded with 
emily home on one acre on 
Bench b~sts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfort'able living. 3 bedrooms, 635.2738. (p-7) 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping,  1974 
workshop and much more. Try Malibu~lassl¢ 
.your offer. 638.17'90. cff Excellent condition - 50,000 
' miles. Radial tires, P.S. full 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split-level, 3 wheel covers, cleble head 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson lights. 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor Phone 
repairs. Ideal starter home ~ 635.9582 
Owner eager to sell. Make a~ ~ (elf) 
offer• Will accept lot or mobile. For sale 1/= ton pick.up In good 
horheon trade. Call 112.562.6651. condition. 638.1273. (c.8) 
or 635:7353 to view. (df) 
R.ight Way (ve) -- 
Me,can custom diclaid~ 
that when u~ving goodby 
the motion is toward your. 
sell. Such a gesture means 
for the person leaving to 
come back again. 
Consign your car, truck or 1974 Mazda pick.up. Low L3000" and addressed to: . . .  
trailer. Let a professional sell/t mileage, good condition. 1 =: :~...:. 
owner. Asking $2150. Phone 635 .  "YHff~ffJ~YR'ICT O1~~": 
3406 after 4 pm. (p -7 ,0 )  TERRACE, 
1971 Chrysler 2 door hardtop, 
P.S., P.B., Radio; tape deck; 
new paint; best offer. 
1969 Chevelle, 2 door hardtop; 
1953 Chew show condition. 
$6,500 Invested. $4,000 firm. 5504 
Loyde. Phone635.5751. (p.7,0,9) 
1973 Vega Hatchbeck. 32,000 
miles• Metallic green, radio, 3 
speed manual, Bosch lights. 
$1200 or best offer. Phone 638. 
1607 after 5 pro. (p-7,9,10) 
For sale 1971 240Z, 8 mounted 
Michelin, mage end snows, 
radio and stereo; .Spook, quartz 
hoedllghte, c.w ssrvlce records. 
$3200. Phone 632.7529 after 6 pm. 
(p.8) 
2- 34,000 Ib single reduction 
rear.end and housings. Phone 
635.2603 and ask for Kevln. (c. 
7,8,9) 
1975 Skldoo 5970. (p-7) 
1974 440 Arctic Cat For sale one 12x56 well kept 
sewing Machine wlth cabinet Parkwood mobile home. 2 
1972 Ford I/2 ton pick.up. @02-3 
speed. Best offer. Phone 635. 
2603 and ask for Kevln. (c-7R,9) 
58. Mobile Homes 
12x55' 3 bedroom trailer, will 
consider pickup and camper, 
$th wheeler or boat and motor 
as part payment• Phone 635- 
bedrooms, utility room, dining 
room, separate from kitchen. 
Beautiful yard, utility shed. set- 
up In Terrace Trailer Court, 
close to schools, Ideal for 
teacher, young couple, or 
retired couple. Phone 5-6020. (c- 
a) 
For Sale by owner. Adjoining 
waterfront on Sandsplt, Queen 
Charlottes. Ideally located and 
beautiful view. And furnished 3 
bedroom home on I/2 acre let, 60' 
mobile home on 1/2 acre, glassed 
In parch. For more Information, 
call 637.5371, or write Box 51, 
Sandsplt. (o11) 
everything except tilt steering 
wheel and A.C. $9000 or best For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lsmonte 
offer. For morelnformatlon call mobile home. Furn shed or 
u~'furnlshed. Phone 635.5817. 
5-3215 EBY STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 2X6 
ATTENTION: R. DUNBAR, 
TREASURER 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
Duster. 2 'dr. Hard Cop• Good 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. spartssar. 16,000 
miles. Good condlffon. 
1973 12x63 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot In Thornhllh 
Bids and Inqulrles may be 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace (c.8) 
All tenders must be received at  
the District of Terrace Officers 
on or before July 6, 1977. Lowest 
or any tender not necessarily 
accepted. 
R.D. Dunbar, 
Treasurer. 
" JAN ICE  MARJORIE 
WALKER, PLEASE TAkE . 
NOTICE THAT a hearing 
concerning your daughter, 
Amelia Llnde Walker, born 271h 
day of February, 1973, will false 
place on the 13th of July, 1977 at 
the Provlndal Court of British 
Columbia, Family Division, 
Holden at Prince Rupert and 
that you may aflend at the 
hearing and that you are en. 
titled to oppose such application 
by the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare by appearing In person 
or as represented by Counsel 
and that If you do not appear 
and are not represented by. 
Counsel to oppose such ap .  
pllcetlon, an Order may be 
made In your absence com.: 
miffing Amelia Llnda Walker to 
the temporary or permanent 
custody of the Superintendent of
Child Welfare and that the 
consequences of such an Grder 
are that you will lose your right 
to have custody of Amelia Llnda 
Walker without further Order of 
this Court." (c-6,7,10,11,12,13) 
TERRACE 
EQUIPMENT 
SALES LIMITED 
Pioneer Chain Saw 
Sales-Service-Parh 
4539 Greig Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
(~) 
66. Rec, Vehicles 
For sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel trailer. 19', 
fully self-contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 636.2270. (c.12) 
I I 
9 
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Red Cross. ! TO SAW at 
'water safety t,ps Government needs clout: Leg t 
TTTAWX (CP3 "" the Vancouver-area riding He said at a Commons variety of environmental storing logs in river booms 
R 10toration of West Coast o~ New Westminster, said f i sher ies  commit tee  throats and has already lest and to set up dryland 
Here's a Red Cross Water When boating or working near ~bbories resources is suf- the recent agreement meeting that proposed 70 per cent of its productive storage, he said. 
Safety tip: When you go out on water, remember that wearing fldently important hat the between the federal and legislation to stiffen capacity, he said. He also urged En- 
the water this summer, don't a properly f itt ing Personal environment ~partment British Columbia govern- penait/ee for ~)oilution of The federal and provinciai vironment Min2ter Romeo 
overload your boat. Make two Flotation Device (lifejacket) :must have the clout to save merits on salmon enhan- rivers and otter aquatic governments should be LeBlanc to continue op- 
rivers and streams from' cement would be a $180 habitats may seem overly working towards an agency posing proposals to build a 
trips. Play the safety game. can save you from drowning, complete degradation, Stu million wapte of the strohg In places but it needs to coordinate development third runway for Vancouver 
This is a Red Cross Water Leggatt, the New governmentdannotforeein, to be supported. . along the Fraser to save lnternationa| Airport by 
' "A child out of sight may be a Safety tip. Democratic Party en- dustrial and urban It is especially crucial for what's left of the river's filling in part of the Fraser 
child drowned. Red Cross says, You might look terrific in a vlronment critic, said development to meet ac- the Fraser River, an ira- fishery. River estuary. 
"Watch your children when Wednesday. • . eeptable environmental portent salmon spawning One step is to require pulp He said the transport 
near water. It takes so Iiffle to swimsuit, but how well can you Leggatt, who represenm, standardS, ground, which faces a mills to end the practice of department is eontinu/ng to 
dr~,dge in the area and is 
prevent an accident." swim? Enroll now in a Red stockpiling tiie dirt lnadin~ 
Cross swlmmlngcourse. The Results of c ' emical spill Give your child a chance to Red Cross Water Safety Service ~j many Vancouverltes to think the d,,partm.~nt hopes 
assures you that getting in the to use it as landfill for the 
live. Keep both eyes on.him swim Is more fun than sitting on 
' in Porpoise l  arbor tested .w.,. when you're on a summer the shore. Such a move would be outing near water. This is a Red • '~ significant block on Juvenile 
Cross Water Safety tip. Each year over a thousand sahnon, he said. 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. remove the toxic substance permeated," said ltD. Tuesday he was having'dif-. LeBlanc said the runway 
Canadians die In water  ac- (CP) - -  Tests by the federal spilled in January when an "We have taken samples fieultiee getting information nowistobe build one¢Istlng 
"Don't rock the boat." How cidenis. Most  are caused by 'environment protect ion electrical transformer at of shellfish and it does not from wilaesees employed by dryland and he would be 
often have you heard that? But negligence. Most can be service that begin today in the government-owned appear that the PCB has the company and, because "sceptical about putting 
when you're in a small craft on prevented. Take a Red Cross the Porpoise Harbor area CanCel pdp mill here ex- spread beyond the Porpoise he didn't know how they anything in the water." 
a lake or river, it really can be course In swimming or small will be used to cheek results p]oded. Harbor area. We don't feel would testify, the Crown's The federal and B.C. 
fatal to rock the boat by alan- craft safety this summer. Don't of tests by Canadian lto said much of the 180 there is any hazard now. case was being jeopardized, governments igned an 
ding up or moving suddenly, be one of this year's drowning Cellulose after a poly- gallons of PCB wldch leaked However, the harvesting of • agreement in March on 
Hold onto the gunwales, keep statistics, ~, chlorinated biphenyl (PCB) trom the transformer went shellfish is prohibited in the Justice department controlling development 
spill early this.year, inteaseweroutfallthatruns area.,, lawyer Harry Puck said in along the Fraser, be said. 
your body low and move slowly/ Respect the limitations of Mac Its, aetingdirecter of into the harbor. CanCel faces 16Fisheries April that the Crown Would Ken Lueas, senior- 
when changing seats with a • your-boat and understand the the. pollution abatement "We are. samplin.~ the Act charges in provincial llkelyhavetoeallatleastZ~ as~stentdeputy fisheries 
" branch, also 'saidWed- sediment.to determine the court in connection with witnesses at the trial minister, said the proposed 
partner, this is a Red Cross limits, of your own skills. A nesday that the tests will exact leeation plus the depth PCB leakage. Prosecutor because "company em- legislation gives the 
Water Safety tip. careful skipper at the helm help find a way toeentrol or and diameter that the PCB Werner Heinrieh said ployeesrefueetotalktons.'" department he dour to " 
means a s.afe passage for all. - ' - negot ia te  po l lu t ion  
The purpose of a Personal This is a Red Cross summer prevent ion upgrading 
Flotation Device is to keep you safety tip. IN RETALIA T/ON =hedulee with industries 
afloat onthewater .  Buys  hel(I in Uganda that have been reluctent to 
government ,  apporvad  Heed weather warnings Britons 
Ilfelacket. Make sure it's the before going out in your small = However the department 
c ra f t .  Being weather-wise has no interest In putting 
right size, and make sure you protects you and. prevents companies out of business, 
know how to fasten it. This is a Lutes said. 
fin frnm the= P=~l t'rn== W=÷=, others from risking their lives • .Ul~an~ radti~a~fin~rU~t~s ~ Commonwealth conference was reported to be in charge There was also 
. . . . . . .  ,__ o rescue you. This is a REd . OaTeTy berwt;¢ • 
• " . Cross summer safety tip. i ~int'bsa~ena~r~ 
............................................. " ' ' ' " "  .................................. " " " " " "  ......... ' ~d~v~l~tl~eexac'l~e°nf~r~ennc~a°pen ~ ~:~d~e~re~d~gt~i!i~:~ d R ~  
• ' a ' " P y " ng p ~ " from Uganda were a~oax to 
" "  ' MONIOUE MERCURE . . TEL Ugandan President I~i whereabouts of Amin w~o elected to stnv in the El~_.l~..~ s quarter-century Born to be celebrity .Ajnin from at ten~ me reported on his way t '  formercolonyafte'rLondo' °nCTl~nn?~hehestofth e ' • uemmonwea~m eomerence London, still a mystery, broke diplomatic relations t,^...~,~..oo.h oo-~oro-,'e 
• L,OnOOn • • "~' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' mBriflsh ]~ime Minister Os.m.an estd An~in wo.u!d with K.am__paia l st July 28. recently wrote Amin that it 
• pr0DaDly arrive m~er mm ttacuo uganaa salo P,.,nm " te" 
James Calla~han ~!d h e~ week on his presidential hadstopped over in an Arab wo~d be  ,,inapp, r~r ta~ d 
MONT - - ,  rk. M iss  Mercure, " " " --geeninl m COOl con- ,,! . . . . . . . .  ~.., ,,.nhohlu L;hv,= • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~.-  
"When I second Canadian to be cited ~ e of an ,.-~,~-. • . ~-- . -~, v . . . . . .  • - ' - ' - '  government sources aid he was born I had a. already an established star ot ,i,o ~, . . . . .  fe=,,,oT ce~ the s_af!!ty . . . .  The ~emdent has been andplanned totravel by air, wm,ld Iw nr~vented from s and of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  baktr o white h .air..at.. the in .~ue .bec theatre, .won ..rite In 1975. Michel B ault won esumat~ 3~. u rRous }tvm.8 described as a murderer," sea and land to arrive in en-~r]n E- - - -  
. e f my head. says bes~ actress aware a~ me the h,-t direction a-,o,~ *,r in Ug.an.~. M.as~ are tea.an: Osman said. "UP until now London Wednesday or '~ ~,,~t ~o,Lo  ;o o member 
monique Mercure. Cannes film festival last ~.=.-~,,~..o - . . . . .  e~,mz, eslonar].eserlnem..c~ behas not had the chance to today. . '~'~'~'~%'='~='~-="hth °"d 
"An el • "~ . . . . .  d Irish woman who week and the telephone has Mi- M-r-kr o o" - - -  o' I tears WhO remamee ',, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  was a . . . .  ~'~ . . . .  votm . . . . . . .  refute these allegations.The The report prompted a ,i.. a . , , ; .h  ho..o hoD, 
.. . neighbor of my not stopped ringing since. Festb,*| T,,nno~|||,, ,- ,h- uritmn nro~e remuons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  morn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  af.~r . . . . .  conference could gwe him series of run ors and reports . . . . .  ¢,,T ,,n,, . . . .  ~.,,;- has 
• .er tO.loner.that was a The 46-year-old brunette, ,. ~'.~t,~'r~ffi, n,h~mn, J ,~v~. w~th Uganea on Jmy ze, this chance." • . . . . .  acrossE~opeon.Tueeday.-: . ~ ' ' ~ ' . ~ / . ~ ' ~ . h .  
~ .~ wptua grow up to who won. :foP .her p~-" ; ,  l~n,,,,o, Yo,," M=,~,, 19"/6 . . . . .  "='~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  De a ,, . _ . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  The official Uganda radio, none confirmed--that Amin ,.,,¢o,.,,,.,~ a tl~iainn that 
ee~enrity, formanee in the National Lou an FAlalimh]anuuaue "1 go not .taKe msse quoting a spokesman for was airborne over ,,:urope . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . 
Th.e old Irish woman's Film Board production J... -,',~,,-ti,,n ' -=~; ,o~% senonsl and I , . . the entire 36-country organ reports very ._ . Y..~ ,, Uganda s wee-president, and looking for a place to ; . . ,  . . . . . . . .  ,a ~o,~o to '=1,- 
prophecy was not far off the Marlin, Photngraphe, is the pl="a'~"~b; l~di'~8"--~ue"~ ---an -'ou woma no, elmer, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w_=...vyu . . . . .  l i en .  Mu8u l la  Aer ia l ,  WIlO lanU. • J. uunn 
• p laywr ight ,  M iche l  cauagnan tomrepor~ers a  
• Tremblay. of the Commonwealth E i~. r ] [L~[ f~T l (~r l  r~.~r}[~[ (~ J r } ~ ~  Dunn as Customer Service R, ool,,n m""+o She s id her first big be left the afternoon seasion • I _  _ t _E . J L . "  . . . . . .  I . . J  - -E . . . . - -  The appointme,t.of L (Jo) 
mestim~ in London. - - -v  ~-~,  ~.~ ~. ,v ,  • v v ~,~ ~ ~ ~ Manager for the Terrace Dis- 
%/~,J~.4 y %~ %~L~ break on stage caJne when " - -  0n't we all kee ' trict is announced by the Whyd P " " " " "" "a 
• - -  . director Andre Brassard cool about his and not give .~ .~.~. .e~w~ • aB'~ ~'~ ' t ,~ ,~. l~11~#~/%L~/ '~ " Brmsh Columb~ Telephone 
__  . _ _  _ _  asked her to play Rose President Amin the chance [ I [ ( , J~ ,~IV  I I I  C~ OL I  CIILJC~,J'k~L Company. lOe  l ir nmon Ouimet in Tremblay's Lea 
~ U ~ ~  ~ I I tt=4/~kJ I I I I I ~ I I Belles Soenrs (The Sisters- to. ~ he is putting ,~e, ~ .Since joining B.C. Tel in 1968 
• in-Law) in the1971'll~satre rens~t un'w0rrymgusY' OTTAWA ,(CP) -- J .D .  Porter, managing would l)e,,,affectedwas"very ~P°nvh~:i~raod~a~°:tof;?m~ 
RECIFR, BraZil "(AP) -- N.Y., Were arrested while du Pddean Vert production. BrlU~ Foreign Secretary Proposed competition director of the 274-company remote. .~ . Y , • 
U.S. President Carter's wife distributing vegetables ~e has performed that role to~?~: V-a-n ouverand -~nv-'~ 'a'~yserved""m'l:errace is" vCrlea] Rosalynn met on Wed- under a program of d~ect 170 times andwillbe seen in ~aasVil~:~o~us d.ha~0oaiuT~: ' lo~l~lti~nee°R)~ldorPafl~ne an~c~ ~r°~atmi°ni~dusSt~ id sh:hl  But af.~r, the session, 
nesday with two AmeHean assistance to the Eoor. The  the CBC film version of the safetv of Britons in U~anda production industry into a be exempted from .Porter sma ms organization "' 
churchmen who were program was ~pbKsored by play seneemee mr next but tl~at hose whorem'ain,ed s t ra i t jacket  and work. soggestedchanges to thee-el ned a different legal 'in- I, his new position. Mr. Dunn 
arrested and reported to local church authorities, season. ,,,.~, i, ..... I,,,,,, t^ ,,,~,,,,, a~ainst the overnment s that are designed to im- terpretation of the will be responsible for cus 
have been beaten by Brazil- They said they had been Miss. Mere.uteri acting ,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  w.  - g . - -  • " " Meanwhile. Idi Osman. a own energy strategy, the prove competition, prop.osednrules than the (omcr service in an area which 
lan pe.ee last month, held incommunicado for careerDeganm x.e~wnena~ T~,,o,,aon s;,okesman "in Independent Petroleum Government officials at elflcmgs and was concerned extends south from Stewart to . 
Until announcing her three days, stripped naked age 15 sheauamon..m for a ~',,e-'~on" de~'~ the action Association of Canada told a the meeting tried to that new provisions on Kemano and from the Queen ' 
intention to meet ~with the and beaten. On-the fourth role m a pray at Co~ege St. w~ in retaliation fo r  Commons commit tee  reassure Porter that the onopolies aml mergers Charlottes in ~he west .to~ 
tWO, Mrs. Carter had. ap- day they had been allowed La.ure.nt, a ~entresl boy's peered to be playing down to call the' U.S. consmate senooL Bd~dn's efforts to keep Wednesday. , .possibility that the industry would hamper the industry. Houston. 
her husband's emphasis on and were released., It was there that she met Amin from attending the 
human Hahts--a policy, of . . . . . . . .  " PinrreMercure,.wbow~ .re 'RU ~ - 
major concern to the Afternermeeungwtmme u come one ot uanaoa's ~ JIIlil BUYER 
military government of two men, Mrs. Carter told a most distinguished eom- . ........... 
President Ernesto .Geisel. news conference: "I have a posersand towhom she was 
R ev .  Lawrence  personal message from married four years later. & EXPEDITOn NORTHWEST 
Resebangh, 41, a Roman ~em. I have. listened ~ .~..h.e oupl.e had three 
Thenor thern  pu lp  operat ions  of  ' TT lkTV ' IPV  I~ '~%TTI~' t '~ I~ Catholic palest from St. their expermnce anq  emmren and M~es Mer- 
Louis, Mo., and Mennonite sympathize with them ana eure'sactlngeareerenme C O M M  Canadian Ce l lu lose  company,  L imi ted  .~ J I ,1A&JL  ~, ,~V~,~,~,~' J c . .  
missionary Thomas Ca- ha.ve.a personal m.es.sage.~ _a,. standstill until the has an immediMe ol)efiing for  a [unior 
puano, 24, o f  Altamont, take oacK m my nusDena, mvorce in 1959. 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
: assistant minister of St. 
i Matthew,s Anglican Church 
, has begun a 140-mile 
I Idtgrimnge between Win- 
chester and Canterbury, 
I England, to help pay off the 
church's mortgage. 
Rev. William .C. Hawitt 
collected 16,000 worth of 
I pledges-- enough to put the 
mortgage fund over the 
i top--~t0re embarking on 
his pilgrimage. 
} H~wltt, who retires as 
! assistant minister of St. 
• MattUew's this summer, 
I plan~ed his walk as a 
farewell present to the par- 
; t~ he has served since his 
I retirement as secretary of 
f rite Canadian Bible Society 
i -197.  
In Septemder, 1978, 
i Hewitt will be a guest of 
i honor at St. Matthew's when 
~,' the mortgage will be burned 
to celebrate the church's 
S0th anniversary. 
WATERLOO, Ont. (CP) 
- -  A minister was named 
buyer  & exped i to r  w i th in  I t s 'purchas ing  Nor thwest  College requi res  a Clerk-Steno to work  in the 
"'""'-'-"~--Mennonltes~laKme and stores department. of f i ceof  the Di rector  of Vocat ional  and Trades Tra in ing .  The q Walking for shelter The successful candidate  w i l l  have person selectedforthisposiflonshouldhavethefollowing! 
(~rade 12 educat ion ~Nffh at leas t  two  1. A net typ ing  speed of 40words  per minute.  
president of the Hamilton An Anglican minister from years experience in the purchasing field. 
Conference of the United Uganda says he will return 2. Two years experience in general office work. ~ 
Church of Canada while he to his home country even ff Excellent company paid benefits are 
was in the intensive care lt menns being killed, provided including reloca+ion 
ward of Brantford Hospital. Re'v. E rasumus  assistance.  3. Shorthand at 80 words  per minute  or t ranscr ip t ion  
n machine exper ience .  Be - - - Bitarabeho, who has been 
v. ~]eorge u. xeung studyin a In Canada since • 
was named president as 1975 ~]d rec . . . . . .  • " ltors ' enuy mat tt a 5alar.y w i l l  s tar t  at $1165 per month w i th  
1,o00 delegates ena vm person believes in the increases af ter  6, 12 and 24 months 4. Considerable tact  and the ab i l i ty  to work  w i th  people 
at First United Church here . . . . .  . . . .  , nuss=oanoz me cnureh he throughout he College Community. 
heardataperecorcungo:nm . . . .  ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  providing for  a salary range (1976-77 . .___ ,.=. .,us= ue preparect mlace the 
rosDonses maue =rum am - 
i~fside, consequences, rates) to $1385 per month.  This is a cont inuing posit ion. Preference wi l l  be g iven to 
¥ou~wastnjuredwhen a Bitarabeho was secretary persons who have completed a formal  p rogram in 
tree beingpushedbyabull- to Archbishop Janani Interested persons are requested t'o 
dozer fellon him and broke Luwum, the ggandan • • s tenography .  
two ribs, puncturing a lung. Anglieanehurchleaderwho I ;eply, in wr i t ing ,  g iv ing  detai ls  of ex- 
was ldl]ed in Uganda earller parlance and qua l i f i cat ions  to: 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The this year. The successful app l icant  w i l l  be placed on a scale of $878 
Conference of Mennonites in .  G,R. Hudson, $961 'per month depending on qual i f i cat ions  and exper ience.  
Canada has chosen Toronto 
as the site of its 1977 con- HAMILTON (CP) - -  A Personnel Supervisor Applications may be sent before June 20th, to: 
terence, joint service by Anglican 
Morethan 1,000delegates and Roman Catholic 0ANADIAN 0ELUlLOSE 00MPAN¥, The Principal 
from aerossCanadaareex- churches will be held ,i 
pected to attend the five<lay Sunday to honor the Queen's LIMITED Northwest Community College 
conference, which bq i i  silver jubilee. ~ k  l l o r lhern  Pulp Operations P.O. Box 726 ~', 
July 23. It is the first time the 
There are 45,000 Men- congregations have Joined P,O, Box 1O00, Terrace,  B.C. , 
nonitea in Ontario. • together for a service, which V8G 4C2 
will be attended by Lt.~ov. C,md~C,~o, Pr inoe Ruper t ,  B,O, " ' 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) --  Pauline MeGibbon. 
,I I 
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A T COMMONWEAL TH TALKS JAMIESON AGREES 
Trudeau-Desan. confer .over N-sales  OVE 
mo'lnheen~r Ym eS m~r/°rm; 
LONDON (CP) -  ploratory talks toward fldaiaprovlded no dela ik  pmult ~ real or imagined ako ls abeent from the list of misqloner in London was Canadians with Prime 
Prime Minister Trudeau ~ a dispute over trade about the direction of the m. topics. But spokesmen say ordered by the new regime MiNster Trndeau in London saying privately that the 
inn•clear fuel and technical private, talks. • °~he British " pH"me may think differently, but as British may be setting a the issue will be dealt with ~ take Mancham's place at 
Ugandan President Idi m/nlslar said the eight-day the conference but refused far as External Affairs dangerous precedent, 
Amin overshadowed the eooferencamnatnotavoida because the next Com- 
claimed more progress 
Wednesday outside the 
Commonwealth conference 
ff,m inside, aq the meeting 
of government leauers 
spened in an atmosphere of
t~mion over the offstage 
activities of Idi Amin of 
U rand'. rudeau conferred 
neparately outside Lan- 
caster House, the con- 
farence locale, with Prime 
Minister Morarji Desal of 
India and President Ken- 
neth Kaunda of Zambia. 
Canadian government 
officials said later that 
Trndeau felt he and Desai 
made progress in ex- 
aid and that further talks 
will be held. 
Canada cut off nuclear 
sales and technical aid to 
India two years ago after 
India exploded a nuclear 
device developed as an 
offshoot of the Canadian 
program. 
Since then, Canada has 
developed stiff controls to 
which India has declined to 
subscribe. 
Trudeau also was 
reported encouraged by 
Kaanda's attitude toward a 
dispute threatening the 1978 
Commonwealth Games at 
Edmonton, although of- 
Natives decry 
,west religion 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
~ea# assembly of the 
yterian Church in 
Canada was told Wednesday 
there is a reaction among a 
segment of Canada's native 
population against Western 
European culture, which 
they feel has been inflicted 
uism them.' 
"Part of this reaction is a 
react ion  aga ins t  
Cin'istianlty and a turning 
s~kin to native practices of 
wbl"ehip," the committee on 
chm'eh worship said. 
"This could pose in- 
creasing problems in the 
future for specifically 
Christian native worship." 
The committee report 
as '~'SThe native North 
American holds a spit, ten/ 
understanding of nature 
HERB/C/DE 
ATTACK 
STUP/D 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The provincial ~overn- 
Iz~mt's decision to use the 
~erblcide 2,4'D against 
Eurasian milfoil weed in 
Okanogan Lake is "eeolo- 
8ical stupidity," Green- 
peace Foundation president 
Patrick Moore said 
Tuesday. 
Moore said In an interview 
that the herbicide, which he 
said is believed to cause 
birth defects, will inevitably 
enter the food chain of the 
area .  
Herbicide-contaminated 
water will end up being used 
to irrigate local vineyards 
and orchards, said Moore. 
Environment Minister 
Jim Nielsen said Monday 
that the government plans 
to use the controversial 
chemical as part of a "pilot 
program" testing various 
means of contzoiling the 
weed. 
The government also 
lns to test mechanical nd 
oglcnl methods, Nielsen 
said. About 900 acres of 
water, spread along 100 
miles of shoreline, are in- 
fested with the milfoil. 
If the government goes 
8hand with the plans, they 
will be breaking federal law, 
Moore said. 
Under the federal Pest 
Products Control Act, it is 
illegal to J se such a product 
against the directions on the 
,abel, sxid Moore. 
He said the label on bags 
of 2,4-D solution warns 
against using the product in 
domestic water supplies, in 
water used for irrigaUon or 
used by farm animals. 
Water from the lakes in 
tion is used for all 
, Moore added. Not 
only is the sprayin$ 
~ogram dangerous, but it 
Will probably be ineffective, 
M.oare said. "All you're 
aging is turning these 
heal|hy plants into 
poisonous scum in the 
bottom of the lake," he said. 
The best shert-term 
|Glut,on to the weed problem 
is to harvest it like rice, 
Moore sui~. 
Clear debris 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
p~ovinclal government has 
C/~ht .~ bia '. 's. 
.~.r,v~r or,. er 
Jim Niels~.n , cd- 
nesday floating l,,,, and 
wood waste are a ,varine 
hazard. 
conference opening. The 
Uganda government an- 
neuncement that it will not 
dkeusalon of human rights 
in the Commonwealth. T at 
during an informal weekend 
at Gleneagles, Scotland. 
World economic relations, 
ar~i loual groupings, trade, 
and industrial: co- llne is supported by Canada. 
permit some 300 Britons in In an agenda greed oh by operation are among other 
Ugandatoleavethecmmh*y the leaders Wednesday, subjects on the agenda:. 
was front-page n ws and ti~ human ~ighla is not The open ing-say  
subject of angry comment spocifleallylintod. However, discussion ranged over 
as the London session a . C o m m o n w • a I t h world affairs in general and 
opened. ' . a~B=nan said the agenda Tmdeau s|resaed the im- 
hsad~ are broad enough portance of preventing the 
And Am/n was reported to,Delude humdn rights and spread of nuclear weapons, 
by Uganda Radio on the eve Uganda.. Informants say the -spokesmen said. 
of the conference to be mbJeet Is likely to come up Theleaders, who attended 
ignoring Britain's indication in • res~icted session ext a banquet with the Queen at 
that he is not welcome and Tue~lay, when heads, of Buckingham Palace 
to be planning to slip into delegationf •lone are Wednesday night, resolved 
London to take his diair at pre~ent and there are no a dibpute about represen- 
the conference-- dir~tly ~ides or note-takers, tat,on of the Seychelles 
opposite host P r ime The Commonwealth Islands. 
Minister James Callaghan. Games, facing a threatened President James Man- 
Calleghan, in his opening boycott by the non-white chain of the Indian Ocean 
speech, referred obliquely hilarity of the 36.conntr~. nation of 92 inlands was 
to Amin and his reputation organ, sat,on nee•use ot ousted in a coup after 
as a violator of hmnan New Zealand's aporis links travelling to .London. The 
and a mass keller in with racist South Africa. Seyehel|es high com- 
which forms an integral 
. .   ..ve , . , . . .  LEAK NO W 
worship, and views the 
earth as a 'mother'. Just as PLUGGED? 
it would be unthinksble to 
murder your mother, it in 
equally' •bherrent to 
desecrate he earth. 
"Perhaps we can come to 
grips with the biblical in- 
junction of stewardship of 
the earth by entering into a 
dialogue with the native 
people on the spiritual 
understanding of the earth." 
Meanwhile; the assembly 
accepted a committee 
recommendation that •n 
abridged edition of the Book 
of Common Order be printed 
containing the essential 
services necessary fur min- 
isters. 
It agreed there is a need 
for services in more modern 
style and language usage. 
The assembly also ap- 
proved issuance of a booklet 
or pamphlet in French 
which would embody the 
main parts of the Book of 
Comnion Order: orders of 
"" VICTORIA (CP) -- No 
action wi l l  be taken 
rngar case in which 
ao.c•lldi~e • blacklist which 
was leaked to opposition 
members in the=British 
• Columbia legislature earlier 
this year, Attorney-General 
Garde Gardom said today. 
Gardom said in an in- 
terview that Deputy At- 
torney-Gvneral David 
rickets had completed .an 
investigation which has 
"satisfied officials that 
there is no need for action." 
The investigation was  
ordered in February by 
Premier Bill Bennett aft~ 
NDP MIAs obtained a copy 
of a letter which had been in 
the personal and con- 
fldenttal file of Environment 
Minister Jim Nielsen. 
The document was a letter 
from lands branch em ~ 
~ oyes IQaus O hl~mmm sent Dan Campl3ell*director of 
intergovernmental affairs, 
shortly after the Social 
Credit government took 
office in/be l)eeemher, z975, 
general election. 
In his letter, Ohiemann 
identified several of his 
fellow lands branch em- 
c~Oyecs as NDP members. 
ampbell forwarded the 
letter to Nielsen who is re- 
sponsible for the lands 
branch. 
Ohlemann has since been 
demoted and transferred to
Prince George. 
The opposition had 
demanded an lnvnsttptton 
into what it called the 
blacklist, but the premier 
ordered an investigation 
into how the NDP acquired a
confidential documest. 
worship, baptism of in~ants 
and adults, solemnization f 
marriage, induction of 
~s. ters  and burial of the 
would be cfrculatez 
throughout Canada both to 
anglophone and fran- 
cophone congregations on 
request. 
Rev. James Ross Dickey, 
34, of Thompson, Man., was 
appointed editol of the 
Presbyterian Record, the 
church magazine, effective 
Jan, 1,1978. He will serve as 
editer-eleet from Sept. 1. 
Lev. DeC0urcy Rayner 
retires this yVar as editor of 
The Record. ~le has been a 
member of the magazine's 
staff for 19 years. Last 
Sunday he was elected 
moderator of the 103rd 
general assembly. 
Construction strike 
now seems unlikely 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The Cement Masons Union 
local 919 has called off plans 
for a construction i dustry 
strike after meeting in- 
formally Tuesday with 
officials of the B.C. Labor 
Relations Board and the 
employers. 
Spokesman Frank  
Stevens aid the union will 
accept the industry set- 
tlement of 85 cents an hour 
~ver one year but will ask 
the federal anti-inflation 
board to reconsider its 
recent 14-cent rollback of 
the settlement for all unions. 
Stevens aid the Cement 
Masons will make their own 
submission. It will include a 
request that the 14 cents go 
into the union pension plan, 
Beer belly , 
flop picker 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Billy Carter, brother of 
United States President 
Jimmy Carter, has been 
hired to judge a belly flOp 
and cannonball diving 
contest here July 23, a 
public relations consultant 
said Tuesday. 
Tom Butler efused to dis- 
dose Carter's fee, but said 
an agreement had been 
signedby the president's 
"fun loving" brother to 
participate in the diving 
competition. 
Butler calk the diving- 
competition the World Belly 
Flop and Cannonball Diving 
Championships. 
and a complaint hat the 
AIB allowed an additional 13 
cents as a costof-living 
catchup payment for 
electrical workers and 
ironworkers. 
Ten unions which 
negotiated the settlement 
through the B.C. and Yukon 
Building and Construction 
Trades Council decided 
earlier to seek AIB re- 
consideration rather than 
trying to re-negntiate the 
package or take Job action. 
Skagit 
flooding 
opposed 
UTrAWA (CP)  - -  The  
Commons passed a motion 
Wednesday resffirming ila 
opposition toa United States 
plan to flood the Skaggit 
Valley in British Columbia 
and the State of Washington. 
Stuart Leggatt, the New 
Democratic MP for New 
Westminster, sa id  in 
moving the motion that the 
Commons needed to reaf- 
firm a stand taken in 1973 
against plans to flood 
valley to create a hydro 
electric generation station. 
Loggatt said the governor 
of the slate of Washington 
has reversed his govern. 
meat's opposition tot~e p~n 
which would provide 
electricity for major 
California cities, 
The plan was attacked in 
Canada because it would 
mean the flooding of 
thousands of bquare re,Ins of 
forest land. 
to do so. 
A spokesman said 
delegates split •bout equally 
for and against whether 
Ms•chum should be ad- 
mitted to the cenferenee. A 
compromise left the 
Seychelles eat empty but 
the leaders agreed in- 
terested leaders could meet 
with Mancham outside the 
conference. 
In all, 26 heads of 
gov.ernment turned up, 
seven sent substitutes-- 
Ghana, Guyana, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Tan- 
zania and Trinidad--while 
Uganda, Seychelles and the 
Pacific Ocean island of 
Nauru were not represented 
on the opening day. Nauru, 
an associate member, does 
not attend the meetings of 
heads of government. 
Minister Don Jamieson is 
concerned, the barring of 
Uganda's Idi Amin from the. 
Commonwealth conference 
was the right Course. 
"I think the British 
government took the only 
action.it could have taken," 
the minister said in the 
Commons. 
He also reiterated that he 
would .not invite Amin to 
attend the Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton ext 
y~r, assuming the Games 
Will be held• 
The minister commented 
in response to questions 
from Claude wagner (PC-- 
St.-Hyacinthe) who referred 
to a story from London 
saying Canadian and other 
Commonwealth members 
believe the British are 
making alegal and political 
blunder by appearing to bar 
Amin. 
1975 TAX CREDIT 
monwealth host might bar a 
leader on more frivolous 
grounds. 
They say Amin Should be 
asked to the conference to 
respond to charges that he is 
• wanton killer and a 
violator of Commonwealth 
principles upholding human 
rights. 
Jamieson had not seen the 
story when Wag,er asked 
for comment. He was told 
only that Canadians had 
said Britain should not have 
barred Amin. 
Jamieson said he did not 
know who made the 
remarks in London but 
added it sounds like one of 
the incredible fairy tales 
that surround Amin. 
But then he added that he 
British took the only action 
they could have. 
Jimmy's tax returns under audit 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
The Internal Revenue 
Servlee (IRS) is auditing 
President Carter's tax 
problems" with the 1975 
return, said White House 
spokesman Rex Grmfum, 
10ut he president wants the 
mS to audit his tax returns 
= =e 
Granum said he did not 
know what prompted the 
, current IRS audit or who 
had requested it. He said 
.returns for 1975, when he 
used income averaging and 
• 1M1,'/~ tax credit o cut his 
tax bill, a presidential 
spokesman said Wed- 
Meda.Mmy. 
(krier "leek he has no 
.Sears 
Carter hadn't. And Granum 
added: "It did not come 
from a computer printout." 
He referred to routine' 
computer selection of 
returns for auditing from 
persons with large incomes 
and big deductions. 
Gr•num's statement 
came after eporters sought 
comment from the White 
O 
O 
@ 
3 .lb .~ ~3,  d, 
House in response to 
disclosure of the audit by 
Neweday, a Long bland, 
N.Y., newspaper. It and 
other newspapers eported 
that he president's brother, 
Billy, had said in the last 
several weeks that his entire 
family was being audited. 
Atlanta lawyer and long- 
tlme Carter adviser Charles 
4 days only 
Kirbo said he understood the 
IRS was auditing the 
family's peanut warehouse. 
Carter •lsu reduced his 
tax obligation by •vernging 
his income over a five-year 
period. Since his taxable 
income fluctuated from a 
low of ~50,195 in 1972 to the 
1975 high, it was to his ad- 
vantage t o do so. 
June 8 through 11 
12 ft.aluminum Cartopper 
! 
Reg. $449.98 An outstanding buy for the sportsman! 
Sears Lapstrake Aluminum Cartopper is 
lightweight, yet sturdily built. Aluminum 
bench seats have foam flotation. Non-glare 
Green interior finisil. Length 12 feet, beam 
51 Y=". Weight 102 Ibs. Capacity 625 Ibs. 
M•O.T. rated for ~notors up to 10 h.p. See 
page 372 of Sears Spring and Summer 
1977 catalogue. 067 425 290 DL. 
Save $83 to $105 on Evinrude water-cooled motors 
4-hp 'Weedless' 067 460 901 DL 6-hp 'Fisherman' 067 460 902 DL 9.9-hp Evlnrude 067 460 903 DL 
Reg. $492 . . . . . . . .  now, sa. $409 Reg. $704 . . . . . . . .  now, ea. $599 Reg. $882 . . . . . . . .  now, ea. $779 
Sea page 226 of Sears 1977 Summer Values catalogue for de,~crlptlon of these motors, 
Simpsons-Sears Ltd. 
4613 Lazelle Avenue 24 Hour Teleshop 635-6541 
We service oil 
Seurs molor 
Monday to Saturday: ?:30.5:30 
Friday 't i l  §:00 
